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Key Points
• This chapter discusses measures to provide for the range of projected demands identified in the
Demand Analysis chapter. To meet reliability standards and serve the base case growth forecast,
Lana‘i would require about 2.93 MGD in additional capacity by 2030. To meet reliability standards
for build-out plus entitlements, 12.15 MGD in new capacity would be required.

• A list of potential supply options sufficient to meet either the high or low end of the forecast ranges is
delineated and characterized, with some analysis of life cycle resource costs. A rough estimate of cost
recovery requirements is provided for each scenario.
New source options considered include:
• High level potable well near Well 5 in the Leeward Aquifer
• Well 2-B at the site of Shaft 3 in the Leeward Aquifer
• Recommissioning Well 7 in the Leeward Aquifer
• New wells in the Windward Aquifer at Mala‘au
• Recommissioning the Maunalei Shaft and Tunnels in the Windward Aquifer
• New wells in the Windward Aquifer at or near the Maunalei Shaft and Tunnel sites
• Two (2) new wells using existing transmission
• Three (3) new wells using existing transmission
• Three (3) new wells using new transmission
• New wells in the Windward Aquifer at Kauiki
• Assuming that these wells can tie into Maunalei Wells transmission
Maui County Water Use & Development Plan - Lana‘i
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•

•

•

• Assuming new transmission had to be constructed
New wells in the Windward Aquifer at Kehewai Ridge
• at 2,250’ elevation
• at 2,750’ elevation
New Brackish Well 15 in the Leeward Aquifer
• Used without additional desalinization
• Used with desalinization
“General” Desalinization Options
• Brackish to potable
• Seawater to potable
• Seawater to brackish for irrigation

Supply and Demand Side Efficiency Options include:
• Loss Reduction - Repair of Palawai Grid Pipes
• Loss Reduction - Cover for the 15 MG Brackish Reservoir
• Floating Cover
• Aluminum Cover
• Hypalon Balls
• Expanded use of Lana‘i City Reclaimed Water
• Lana‘i City to Miki Basin
• Lana‘i City to Manele
• Lana‘i City to Manele via Miki Basin
• Various General Demand Side Management (DSM) Programs
• Fixture replacements of toilets, showerheads, faucets, etc.
• Replacements of appliances such as dishwashers, clothes washers, etc.
• Landscape efficiency items: climate adapted-plants, moisture sensors, rain shut-offs, etc.

• A number of conservation options targeted to the largest user types on Lana‘i are discussed in the text.
• A list of system needs is developed costed and characterized, including source development, pipe
replacements, storage improvements, pump improvements, needs for monitoring and telemetry, etc.
These total roughly $100 million dollars for build-out or $10.4 million to meet base case forecasts.

• The proposed capital plan includes funds for approximately 485,00 GPD in potential efficiency savings,
which are identified throughout the text and compiled in Figure 5-55 on page 5-85.

• Capital needs are converted to rough carrying costs, and added to annual revenues and revenue losses as
reported to the PUC and to anticipated increased costs in labor and facilities identified by Brown &
Caldwell in the May 2009 draft and March, 2010 Lana‘i Water System Acquisition Appraisal.

• To meet these capital needs, bi-monthly charges, water rates and new meter fees are developed and presented. Several potential rate designs are included. All have been tested against 2008 billing data.

• A basic source plan is presented on page 5-85. This plan is tied to demand triggers, rather than dates.
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Installed Capacity Requirements
Source requirements were discussed in the Demand Analysis chapter of this document. Source
requirements refer to the amount of water needed to meet demands plus seasonal and diurnal
fluctuations, accounting for anticipated system losses.
For developing a capital plan, not only source requirements, but also installed capacity requirements
must be considered. Installed capacity requirements are essentially source requirements plus sufficient
additional capacity to meet infrastructure standards for redundancy and reliability.
According to System Standards (Water System Standards, State of Hawaii, 2002), wells should be
designed to be able to meet maximum day demand (defined as 1.5 times average demand), in 16 hours
pumping, with the largest pump out of service. In effect, this means that sufficient capacity should be
installed to meet about 225% of average day withdrawals, or that any given installed source or set of
sources should be assumed to utilize roughly 45% of its total installed capacity. In addition, the count
of wells available to serve each area should be sufficient that wells can meet these requirements with the
largest one out of service.
To derive installed capacity requirements, the starting source requirements selected were based upon
actual metered demands plus an “industry-standard” assumed percent for system losses, as escalated
either in the base case forecast scenario or the build-out scenario. To start, these demands were broken
down by the three well service areas on the island, i.e. into: demands for the area served by Wells 6 & 8;
demands for the area served by Wells 2 & 4; and demands for the area served by Wells 1, 9 & 14.
Beginning installed capacity requirements used were derived as follows:
FIGURE 5-1.

Starting Source Requirements for Capacity Requirement Calculation

Well Service Area

2008
Metered
Demand

Assumed
Losses
For
Projection

Equation

Starting
Source
Requirements

6&8

522,742

12%

x / 1-.12

594,025

2&4

375,146

15%

x / 1-.15

441,348

1, 9 & 14

760,357

15%

x / 1-.15

894,538

One fact that will jump out at some readers in the tables above is that for all wells, starting source
requirements are lower than actual pumped demand. Current losses in all systems are higher than target
losses used in the projection. This is a policy statement. Targets are lower than current unaccountedfor water (UAFW) of 45% for Wells 2 & 4 and 19% for Wells 1, 9 & 14. Rather than include such
losses in projected needs, measures are identified as part of the plan to reduce them. CCR proposals
assume 12% UAFW, so this is reasonably consistent.
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Wells
2&4
441,348
448,245
455,141
462,734
470,328
477,921
485,514
493,108
499,490
505,873
512,256
518,639
525,022
532,083
539,144
546,206
553,267
560,329
567,720
575,112
582,503
589,895
597,287

Wells
1, 9 & 14
894,538
908,515
922,493
937,883
953,274
968,664
984,055
999,445
1,012,382
1,025,319
1,038,255
1,051,192
1,064,129
1,078,441
1,092,754
1,107,066
1,121,378
1,135,691
1,150,672
1,165,654
1,180,635
1,195,616
1,210,598
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Total
2,906,674
3,781,710
4,423,872
5,316,992
5,892,126
6,710,749

Total
1,929,911
1,960,067
1,990,223
2,023,427
2,056,631
2,089,835
2,123,038
2,156,242
2,184,153
2,212,063
2,239,973
2,267,884
2,295,794
2,326,672
2,357,550
2,388,428
2,419,306
2,450,184
2,482,506
2,514,827
2,547,149
2,579,470
2,611,792

Wells
6&8
1,336,556
1,357,441
1,378,325
1,401,321
1,424,316
1,447,311
1,470,306
1,493,302
1,512,631
1,531,960
1,551,290
1,570,619
1,589,948
1,611,333
1,632,717
1,654,102
1,675,486
1,696,870
1,719,255
1,741,639
1,764,023
1,786,407
1,808,792

Wells
2&4
993,034
1,008,550
1,024,067
1,041,152
1,058,237
1,075,322
1,092,407
1,109,492
1,123,853
1,138,215
1,152,576
1,166,937
1,181,298
1,197,187
1,213,075
1,228,963
1,244,851
1,260,739
1,277,371
1,294,002
1,310,633
1,327,264
1,343,895

Wells
1, 9 & 14
2,012,710
2,044,160
2,075,609
2,110,238
2,144,866
2,179,495
2,214,123
2,248,751
2,277,859
2,306,967
2,336,075
2,365,183
2,394,291
2,426,493
2,458,696
2,490,899
2,523,101
2,555,304
2,589,012
2,622,721
2,656,429
2,690,137
2,723,845

Installed Capacity Less Largest Pump Requirements for Proposals Plus
Wells 6 & 8
Wells 2 & 4 Wells 1, 9 & 14
Now
1,851,799
2,651,564
2,036,654
2015
2,587,390
3,136,060
2,785,398
2020
3,288,319
3,571,642
3,093,750
2025
3,680,294
4,537,199
3,745,739
2030
4,085,013
4,851,248
4,321,023
+Entitlements
4,753,332
6,024,830
4,321,023

Year
2008
2009
2010
2011
2012
2013
2014
2015
2016
2017
2018
2019
2020
2021
2022
2023
2024
2025
2026
2027
2028
2029
2030
Entitlements
Total
6,540,016
8,508,848
9,953,711
11,963,232
13,257,284
15,099,185

Total
4,342,299
4,410,151
4,478,002
4,552,711
4,627,419
4,702,128
4,776,836
4,851,545
4,914,343
4,977,142
5,039,940
5,102,739
5,165,537
5,235,013
5,304,488
5,373,963
5,443,439
5,512,914
5,585,638
5,658,361
5,731,085
5,803,808
5,876,532

“Installed Capacity Less Largest Pump Requirements” refers to the amount of capacity that would be required by this
standard, assuming that an additional pump was out of service. The numbers here do not reflect the capacity of that additional pump. Rather, they reflect the amount of capacity required after a hypothetical pump is out of service.

Source Requirements for Proposals Plus Entitlements
Wells 6 & 8
Wells 2 & 4 Wells 1, 9 & 14
Now
823,022
1,178,473
905,180
2015
1,149,951
1,393,805
1,237,955
2020
1,461,475
1,587,397
1,375,000
2025
1,635,686
2,016,533
1,664,773
2030
1,815,561
2,156,110
1,920,455
+Entitlements
2,112,592
2,677,702
1,920,455

Wells
6&8
594,025
603,307
612,589
622,809
633,029
643,249
653,469
663,690
672,280
680,871
689,462
698,053
706,644
716,148
725,652
735,156
744,660
754,165
764,113
774,062
784,010
793,959
803,907

Installed Capacity Less Largest Pump Requirements for Base Case - Elasticity = 1

FIGURE 5-2.

Year
2008
2009
2010
2011
2012
2013
2014
2015
2016
2017
2018
2019
2020
2021
2022
2023
2024
2025
2026
2027
2028
2029
2030

Source Requirements for Base Case - Elasticity = 1
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Based upon total installed capacity requirements shown in Table 5-2, requirements for new capacity
only, i.e. only the portion of capacity above and beyond that at present, are presented in Table 5-3.
FIGURE 5-3.

Required Additions to Installed Capacity

Required Addition to Installed Capacity Less Largest Pump Requirements for Base Case - Elasticity = 1

Year
2008
2009
2010
2011
2012
2013
2014
2015
2016
2017
2018
2019
2020
2021
2022
2023
2024
2025
2026
2027
2028
2029
2030

Wells
6&8
544,556
565,441
586,325
609,321
632,316
655,311
678,306
701,302
720,631
739,960
759,290
778,619
797,948
819,333
840,717
862,102
883,486
904,870
927,255
949,639
972,023
994,407
1,016,792

Wells
2&4
-302,966
-287,450
-271,933
-254,848
-237,763
-220,678
-203,593
-186,508
-172,147
-157,785
-143,424
-129,063
-114,702
-98,813
-82,925
-67,037
-51,149
-35,261
-18,629
-1,998
14,633
31,264
47,895

Wells
1, 9 & 14
1,148,710
1,180,160
1,211,609
1,246,238
1,280,866
1,315,495
1,350,123
1,384,751
1,413,859
1,442,967
1,472,075
1,501,183
1,530,291
1,562,493
1,594,696
1,626,899
1,659,101
1,691,304
1,725,012
1,758,721
1,792,429
1,826,137
1,859,845

Total
1,390,299
1,458,151
1,526,002
1,600,711
1,675,419
1,750,128
1,824,836
1,899,545
1,962,343
2,025,142
2,087,940
2,150,739
2,213,537
2,283,013
2,352,488
2,421,963
2,491,439
2,560,914
2,633,638
2,706,361
2,779,085
2,851,808
2,924,532

Required Addition to Installed Capacity Less Largest Pump Requirements for Proposals Plus Entitlements
Wells 6 & 8
Wells 2 & 4 Wells 1, 9 & 14
Total
Now
544,556
-302,966
1,148,710
1,390,299
2015
1,795,390
1,840,060
1,921,398
5,556,848
2020
2,496,319
2,779,642
2,301,750
7,001,711
2025
2,888,294
3,745,199
2,953,739
9,011,232
2030
3,293,013
4,059,248
3,529,023
10,305,284
+Entitlements
3,961,332
5,232,830
3,529,023
12,147,185

Projected installed capacity requirements are shown in Figure 5-4. Installed capacity requirements
increase five times as much in the build-out scenario as in the base case forecast.
Forecast capacity requirements rise more slowly than may be expected at first glance, because after the
existing year, unaccounted-forwater is assumed to drop from current levels to 12% for Lana‘i City and
Kaumalapau, and 15% for the other service districts. While this may not occur by year two, it is the target over the planning period.
Maui County Water Use & Development Plan - Lana‘i
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System Standards refer only to systems utilized for drinking water by either humans or livestock.
Since neither humans nor livestock are served with drinking water from the brackish systems, the
standards do not apply to them at this time. However, this provides information the margin of reliability of these systems.

Lana‘i City, Koele & Kaumalapau ‐ Wells 6 & 8 Service Area
Supply Objectives and General Alternatives
Lana‘i City, the Koele Project District and Kaumalapau are served by Wells 6 and 8. Well 3 once
provided back-up for this area, but is currently out of service. Well 7 is not in use.
Based upon pumped demand, with Well 3 out of service, the system does not currently meet standards for installed capacity. 2/3 of the capacity of the smaller pump is only 528,000 GPD, while
1.5 x metered demand is 783,113 GPD.
Depending upon whether growth occurs at the forecasted rate, or at the build-out pace proposed,
the Lana‘i City system could require between 0.47 and 2.76 MGD in additional installed capacity
over the planning period. Assuming an average productivity of 300,000 GPD per well, this means
that anywhere from 2 to 9 additional wells could be required to meet capacity standards.
Existing plans for this service area include the replacement of Well 3 and bringing Well 7 on line.
The addition of these two wells would be adequate to meet base case forecasted demands, assuming
both could deliver the estimated 300,000 GPD. The sum of proposed withdrawals from wells proposed in the Leeward aquifer is greater than the aquifer’s sustainable yield. One or more wells may
be developed purely for distribution of withdrawals, or a well in the Windward aquifer may be
required instead.
Potential well sites for the build-out scenario are identified and characterized later in this chapter.
Options considered for the service area of Wells 6 & 8 include recommissioning of Maunalei Shaft
2, drilling wells at or near the old Maunalei sources, drilling a well at Malau, wells in the Kauiki or
watershed. Other options include desalinization, loss reduction and other measures listed above.
Supply side measures that would reduce losses specifically in this service area include replacement
of substandard lines, including the line to Kaumalapau, old asbestos transmission lines above the
city, and old steel lines within Lana‘i City. Supply and demand side conservation measures that
would affect all service areas, including this one, are discussed later in this chapter.

Manele & Palawai Irrigation Grid ‐ Wells 2 & 4 Service Area
Supply Objectives and General Alternatives
Manele and the Palawai Irrigation Grid are supplied primarily by Well 4. Well 2 is rarely used at
this time, because it is necessary to take a cable car down to the well to start and stop it. The
5-6
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Manele & Palawai Irrigation Grid - Wells 2 & 4 Service Area

defunct Well 3 once served as a backup to this system, although there is no dedicated storage for this
set-up.
Well 4 has the smallest total capacity and is therefore the well which remains in service when the largest
pump is assumed out of service for standards evaluaton. Well 4 has adequate capacity to meet max day
demands. So this system technically meets standards for installed redundancy. However, with Well 2
rarely used due to logistical issues, one has to conclude that some work is needed to stabilize reliability.
This service area will require additional installed capacity of 0.35 MGD to 4.4 MGD to meet System
Standards over the planning period, depending upon whether growth occurs at the forecasted rate, or at
the build-out pace proposed.
Existing plans for this service area include the replacement of Well 2 and possible addition of a Well 2B at the site of the old Shaft 3. In addition, the replacement of Well 3 will be able to make use of the
old connection between these systems. These projects would be adequate to meet the base case
forecasted requirements, but again, the sum of withdrawals from new wells proposed in the Leeward
aquifer exceeds that aquifer’s estimated yield. Here again, one or more wells may be developed purely
for distribution of withdrawals or reliability.
Potential well sites for the build-out scenario are identified and characterized later in this chapter.
Options considered for the service area of Wells 2 &4 include replacement of Well 5, new potable wells
at the Well 5 site, or between Well 3 and the Hi‘i tank, or in the Windward aquifer. A well located
along the existing water line between Well 3 and the Hi’i tank could provide production and backup to
either the Lana‘i City system or the Manele / Palawai potable system.
Development of windward sources could also be used to supplement this service area. Windward
source development options have been examined both along the old Maunalei transmission line, or in
Kehewai Ridge with a new line that wraps from Kehewai Ridge around the Lana‘ihale to the south. In
selecting windward well site and transmission route options, care has been taken to avoid work in the
areas deemed by forestry experts to have the most valuable native habitat. In selecting sites in Maunalei
and Kauiki, kuleana entitlements will have to be taken into account.
An expanded interconnection between the service areas of Wells 2 & 4 and Wells 3 & 6 could help to
stabilize reliability in both areas. One item that is not included in the proposed capital plan that LWCI
might wish to consider is a connection between Lana‘i City / Koele service area to the new Hi‘i storage
when it is constructed. Expanded interconnection could allow unused capacity of the Lana‘i City /
Koele system to be used to serve the Manele / Palawai system. In this case, additional production from
Well 7 or from the Windward aquifer area could be used to provide backup or, to some extent,
additional water to the Manele / Palawai system. If development proceeds according to the base case
forecast, the replacement of Well 3 and Well 7, combined with such interconnection, would be enough
to carry both systems beyond 2015.
Maui County Water Use & Development Plan - Lana‘i
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Reduction of system losses could also go far toward firming capacities. Supply side measures that
would reduce losses specifically in this service area include replacement of substandard lines, in
particular the deteriorated lines in the Palawai Irrigation Grid. These lines are known to be leaking in
several areas. If replacement of these lines could reduce losses from 44% to 15% as projected, this
would save 202,000 GPD in pumped demand, and reduce the amount of installed capacity required by
about 300,000 GPD. This measure compares favorably to new source development on a levelized cost
basis.

Manele District Non‐Potable System
Supply Objectives and General Alternatives
Water service for irrigation in the Manele Project District area currently consists of brackish water
from Wells 1, 9 and 14, and 72,940 GPD of reclaimed water. Wells 1, 9 & 14 have some problems.
Well 1 is pumping below design capacity to mitigate dropping water levels. Water levels in Wells 9
and 14 are also dropping. Well 10 and Well 12 appear to be non-productive.
Declining water levels indicate the need for increased distribution of withdrawals. Efforts are under
way to develop a Well 15, in the hopes of providing additional capacity to this system.
Although System Standards do not apply to non-potable water service, it is still a good idea to plan for
some redundancy. Some reliability is provided by the 15 MG brackish reservoir. The 15 MG
brackish reservoir holds more than 13 times the current installed daily capacity requirement, and 7
times more than the build-out daily capacity requirement. Pumped water storage adds reliability, but it
does not add source availability.
The service area of Wells 1, 9 and 14 would be expected to require an additional 0.7 MGD to 1.8
MGD in installed capacity depending upon whether growth occurs at the forecasted rate, or at the
build-out pace proposed. However, this system is not required to meet System Standards for installed
capacity. Source requirements based upon projected metered demand plus 15% range from 1.21 to
1.69 MGD, resulting in an increased source requirement of 0.316 to 0.795 MGD. According to the
base case forecast, wastewater availability at Manele is expected to increase from 72,940 to 98,711
GPD, an increase of 25,771 GPD. This would not be adequate to meet even the base case projection
of increased demand. Build-out of the CCR proposal plus entitlements could generate a total of
296,586 GPD in wastewater, or an increase of 223,646 GPD. After adjustments for treatment and low
return rates discussed in the previous chapter, reclaimed water at Manele, even with buildout would be
less than 150,000 GPD, an even greater shortfall.
If additional use of the brackish aquifer were an option, assuming that distribution of withdrawals
could help to resolve dropping water levels, this would be met by three to seven new wells. However,
the existing type and degree of use of brackish water from the high level aquifer is disputed, and
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significant increases in use are likely to be disputed as well. County Ordinance 2408 (1995), amending
Chapter 19.70 of the Maui County Code stated that the total amount of non-potable water drawn from
the high level aquifer that may be used for irrigation of the golf course, driving range or other associated
landscaping should not exceed an average of 650,000 gallons per day. An issue remains unresolved as
to whether “associated landscaping” is meant to include all non-potable irrigation at the Manele Project
District, or only the Golf Course area itself. From a review of documents from 1989 through 1993 it
appears that initial stipulations were that residential irrigation, would come from outside the High Level
aquifer. (Examples: Hearings Docket A89-649 re: Manele Golf Course, Table distributed by CCR to
Maui Planning Commission 12/28/1992, showing 0.55 MGD of non-potable water from the high level
aquifer for the Golf Course, and 0.4 MGD of irrigation water from sources outside the high level
aquifer for irrigation of residential properties, October 12, 1995 letter from Department of Water
Supply to Department of Planning regarding Manele Project District Residential and Multi-family
Development, Increment I - Project District Phase 2 approval for 166 SF and 96 MF units, indicating
their understanding that no water from the high level aquifer would be used for landscape irrigation
pursuant to condition 7 of the District Boundary Amendment.)
Options to meet increasing demand requirements for this service area include increased use of
reclaimed water to the extent available, development of new brackish wells outside the high level
aquifer to provide irrigation water or as feedstock for desalination, seawater desalination, irrigation
efficiency improvements, covers to reduce evaporation from the 15 MG Brackish Reservoir, and a
pipeline connecting Lana‘i City Auxiliary Treatment Facility to the Manele Project District irrigation
area. Even at full build-out, this last option would not be practical until toward the end of the planning
period. If installed, it could provide up to about 0.5 MGD of reclaimed water to Manele, with the
remainder of the available reclaimed water used in Lana‘i City and Koele. However, it would require
expanded treatment capacity in Lana‘i City, which is unlikely to be funded by the County during the
planning period. Althouth some delay and expense are involved, this option, combined with
reductions in system losses and conservation measures, could meet projected source requirements for
non-potable water in Manele. Much will depend on how new developments are landscaped and
irrigated.

Koele Golf Course Non‐Potable System
Supply Objectives and General Alternatives
This system provides non-potable water for irrigation purposes. Treated effluent from the Lana‘i City
Auxiliary Wastewater Treatment Facility is pumped to the The Experience at Koele Golf Course as its
sole source of water for irrigation purposes. County Code 19.71.055, defines special situations and
exceptions during which potable water may be used, as well as the approvals required for each.
Water demand for this system is characterized in the 2002 report, “Storage and Supply Master Plan for
the Koele Golf Course” by R. M. Towill Corporation. (RMTC), and in related reports to CCR by
RMTC. In normal rainfall conditions, demand averages 256,000 GPD, peaking in the summer at
Maui County Water Use & Development Plan - Lana‘i
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486,000 GPD.
During 2008, the Auxiliary Water Treatment Facility provided 234,093 GPD to the golf course,
indicating that current supply falls short of average needs by approximately 22,000 GPD. In
drought conditions consumption is higher, averaging 346,000 GPD, with summer peaks of
511,000 GPD.
Anticipated reclaimed water generated by either the base case or build-out scenario is expected to
resolve this shortfall for average periods. Reclaimed water estimates in the build-out scenario
would cover current drought shortages, though these could also be met by additional use of storage.
Although additional storage has not been evaluated in this document, storage systems could be
evaluated further as necessary to enable increased use of effluent for the Golf Course. As
suggested by RMTC (2002), such considerations should be kept in mind for coordination with
Lana‘i City and Koele Project District drainage improvements as well.

Potential Supply Options
Development of New Wells
The following pages discuss new wells which could be developed to provide additional water
supply for Lana‘i. Aside from additional supply, benefits provided by additional wells would
include improved geographical distribution of well pumping, increased production redundancy for
system reliability, and potentially increased flexibility of operations.
The potential magnitude of additional supply capacity that can be provided by new wells is limited
by the sustainable recharge capacity of the source aquifers. Improvements in the distribution of
pumping can increase the actual effective sustainable production. In order to fully develop the
sustainable yield for high level potable water, it would be necessary to develop wells on the
windward side of the Lana‘ihale. The need to distribute pumpage to the Windward Aquifer Sector
becomes a mandate when pumpage in the Leeward Aquifer Sector approaches 2.7 MGD, or 90% of
its sustainable yield. Included in the discussion of development of new wells is an option to
recommission the existing Maunalei shaft and tunnels situated in the Windward Aquifer Sector.
Cost estimates for several new well development options are provided below. The costs of
developing new wells include engineering, drilling, casing, pump equipment, and any necessary
transmission or storage improvements, electrical supply extensions, and road improvements. Costs
of operating wells include electricity for pumping, chemicals for disinfection treatment, well
operation and maintenance.
Cost analyses are based on life cycle levelized costs based on the economic life of the project,
assuming 6% cost of capital, 3% general annual inflation, 3% nominal fixed annual operating cost
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increase, 4% nominal electricity and variable cost annual increase and a 6% analysis discount rate.
Variable operating costs include MECO electricity costs at $0.40 per KWH based on May 2008 prices
(reflecting $125 per barrel crude oil price). Details regarding the assumptions in the characterization of
project costs and cost analyses are documented in several tables including a summary table indicating
the costs and unit life cycle costs for each project.
For new well development, the largest cost item over the life of the operation of the well is electricity
for pumping. Levelized over the life of the well, electrical costs for some typical wells exceed capital
costs by a factor of at least four. Life cycle electricity costs exceed capital costs even for options that
include substantial transmission improvement capital costs.
FIGURE 5-4.

Lana‘i Source Options Considered
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Leeward High Level Potable Well Development (near Hi‘i Tank)
Cost analysis was performed for developing a new high level potable well near the existing water
transmission line between Well 3 and the Hi‘i Tank. This location was selected considering
proximity to existing transmission, distribution of leeward water pumping, probability of low-level
chloride potable source water and capability to serve either or both of the island’s potable water
systems.
The elevation of the well was assumed to be 1,800 ft. with a source water level of 1,100 ft. Well
depth is assumed to be 1,200 ft. installed with a 0.864 MGD pump. Costs for hydrology and
engineering to locate and design the well are included. Production is assumed to be 300,000 GPD.
The capital cost, including engineering, drilling, development and ancillaries, water and power
transmission connection and contingency, is $2.9 million. First year electrical energy cost is $1.41
per thousand gallons. The total thirty-year levelized costs are $4.49 per thousand gallons. This cost
is comprised of $1.90 capital cost, $0.27 operating and maintenance cost and $2.32 electrical
energy cost.
FIGURE 5-5.
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FIGURE 5-6.

High Level Potable Well Near Hi‘i Tank
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Leeward High Level Potable Well Development (near Well 5)
Existing Well 5 is in a promising location but has problems associated with its well and/or pump
installation. An analysis of the feasibility of refurbishing this well or drilling an adjacent new well
could provide an economical new source. If this option is selected, the highlighted bright (blue-ish)
green area is an area to avoid, due to remaining high quality native habitat.
The costs of drilling a new well adjacent to Well 5 and using existing access, transmission and
power supply improvements were estimated. The elevation of the well and the elevation of the
aquifer water level were assumed to be the same as Well 5. The project includes the costs of
engineering, well drilling, development including ancillaries, connection to adjacent power and
water transmission lines and contingencies.
Production is assumed to average 300,000 GPD. Incremental capitalized costs are $3.0 million.
First year electrical energy cost is $1.61 per thousand gallons. The total thirty-year levelized costs
are $4.91 per thousand gallons. This cost is comprised of $1.96 capital cost, $0.30 fixed operating
and maintenance cost and $2.64 electrical energy cost.
FIGURE 5-7.
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FIGURE 5-8.

Leeward High Level Potable Well Development (near Well 5)
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Well 2 ‐ B at Shaft 3 Site
Well 2 Shaft 3 is rarely operated for various reasons. LWCI intends to replace Well 2. In addition, a
well at the site of Shaft 3 is considered. Some LWCI staff have posited that the behavior of water
levels at the two sites indicate that these facilities may tap different dike compartments. Additional
studies are planned to examine this hypothesis. If it proves to be the case, then in addition to replacing
Well 2, an additional well, Well 2-B is intended.
The costs of drilling a new well at the Shaft 3 site and using existing access, transmission and power
supply improvements were estimated. The elevation of the well and the elevation of the aquifer water
level were assumed to be the same as Well 2/Shaft 3. The project includes the costs of engineering,
well drilling, development including ancillaries, connection to adjacent power and water transmission
lines and contingencies.
Production is assumed to average 300,000 GPD. Incremental capitalized costs are $1.9 million. First
year electrical energy cost is $0.92 per thousand gallons. The total thirty-year levelized costs are
$2.97 per thousand gallons. This cost is comprised of $1.25 capital cost, $0.20 fixed operating and
maintenance cost and $1.51 electrical energy cost.
FIGURE 5-9.
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FIGURE 5-10.

Well 2-B at Shaft 3 Site
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Recommission Well 7
Well 7 is not presently in use. Although initial water levels appear to have been lower than those in
many of the pumping wells, it offers some advantages. The fact that the well has already been drilled
would help to keep costs of development down. Well 7 could readily be tied in to both the City system
and the west end of the Palawai Irrigation Grid, offering operational flexibility. Well 7 could serve as a
backup well to enhance system reliability.
The costs of bringing Well 7 on line were estimated assuming new transmission, storage and pump
facilities. The well is at 1,775’ elevation with a water level of 650’. The project includes the costs of
engineering, refurbishing the pump site, development including ancillaries, connection to adjacent
power and water transmission lines and contingencies.
Production is assumed to average 300,000 GPD. Capital costs are $2.7 million. First year electrical
energy cost is $2.39 per thousand gallons. The total thirty-year levelized costs are $6.02 per thousand
gallons. This cost is comprised of $1.78 capital cost, $0.35 fixed operating and maintenance cost and
$3.89 electrical energy cost.
FIGURE 5-11.
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FIGURE 5-12.

Recommission Well 7
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Windward Wells at Malau
The area north of Lana‘i City along Commode Road near the ridge is in the northwest portion of the
Windward aquifer. There are several possible well site locations in this area. This area is
approximately one mile north of Well 6. This area is reasonably close to existing power and water
transmission lines and would have economical road access.
Costs for a new potable well at this location were analyzed assuming a wellhead ground elevation of
1810 feet pumping from a water level of 1000 ft. to the Lana‘i City tank elevation of 1850 feet.
Production is assumed to be 300,000 GPD with a 0.864 MGD pump. Capital costs include
engineering, drilling, well development and ancillaries, contact tank with chlorination, new 8" water
transmission line to Lana‘i City tank and contingency. First year electricity cost is $1.71 per thousand
gallons. The total thirty-year levelized costs are $7.35 per thousand gallons. This cost is comprised of
$4.23 capital cost, $0.31 fixed operating and maintenance cost and $2.81 electrical energy cost.
FIGURE 5-13.
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FIGURE 5-14.

Windward Wells at Malau
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Recommission Windward Maunalei Shaft and Tunnels
The Maunalei Shaft #2 and the Maunalei Tunnels #1 and #2 are located two miles northeast of Lana‘i
City in Maunalei gulch. Shaft #2 is located at the 850’ elevation. The tunnels are located at the 1,100’
and 1500’ elevation respectively. These windward aquifer sources draw water at approximately the same
elevation as the water levels in the leeward high level potable aquifer sources. These were once major
developed sources of water for the island. Existing but old high pressure water transmission lines
connect these sources with one another and up the side of the gulch to the location of Well 6.
The cost of using Maunalei sources was evaluated with four assumptions. In this option, existing
sources could be refurbished, but transmission would need replacement. Although this scenario is
unlikely, it is examined here for the benefit of cost comparison. It assumes the need for source
improvements, a booster pump station and control tank. The feasibility of recommissioning these water
sources would have to be determined by further study. Cost estimates include hydrology and feasibility
study, engineering, new power and water transmission lines, source improvements, SCADA and
ancillaries, booster station, control and contact storage tank and contingency.
Two principal cost elements for this project are the capital cost of the transmission improvements and
electrical costs to pump water from the sources in the gulch up to the 2,060 foot hydraulic elevation at
the ridge. Capitalized costs total $10.1 million in this scenario. First year electricity cost is $2.43 per
thousand gallons. The total thirty-year levelized costs are $8.40 per thousand gallons. This cost is
comprised of $4.02 capital cost, $0.38 fixed operating and maintenance cost and $3.99 electrical energy
cost.
FIGURE 5-15. Recommission Windward Maunalei Shaft and Tunnels
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FIGURE 5-16.

Recommissioning Windward Maunalei Shaft and Tunnels
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Windward Wells at Maunalei Shaft and Tunnel Sites
Wells could be developed in the bottom of Maunalei gulch. This would require similar improvements
as recommissioning the Maunalei #2 Shaft and tunnels described above, including new or repaired
transmission lines and a new booster station.
Cost analysis was performed for several scenarios. Two scenarios assume that the existing
transmission pipes, right of way and electrical lines to the Maunalei sources could be used with some
improvements. Booster station construction and other improvements in these scenarios are similar to
the recommissioning scenario described above. Costs were derived for approaches that include
development of two and three wells, respectively. A third scenario assumes that construction of new
high pressure transmission lines will be necessary.
In all three scenarios it is assumed that the new wells would be in the vicinity of the Maunalei 2 Shaft
and/or Maunalei Tunnels along the existing collector line that serves these sources. Costs of
hydrology and engineering studies to locate and design the wells is included. The wells are assumed
to be at an elevation of 850 to 1100 ft. pumping from a water level of 800 to 1,000 ft. Pumping costs
are estimated based on pumping water over the ridge at the location of the existing line at an elevation
of 2,060 ft. Wells are assumed to be 500 ft. deep installed with 1 MG pumps.
For two wells relying on improvements to existing transmission with a total average output of
500,000 GPD. the capital cost is $6.8 million. First year electrical energy cost is $2.43 per thousand
gallons. The total thirty-year levelized costs are $7.31 per thousand gallons. This cost is comprised of
$2.69 capital cost, $0.62 fixed operating and maintenance cost and $3.99 electrical energy cost.
For three wells using existing transmission, the total average output is assumed to be 750,000 GPD.
The capitalized cost is $8.0 million. First year electrical energy cost is $2.43 per thousand gallons.
The total thirty-year levelized costs are $6.73 per thousand gallons. This cost is comprised of $2.12
capital cost, $0.62 fixed operating and maintenance cost and $3.99 electrical energy cost.
For three wells with new transmission pipe installed from the wells to the Lana‘i City tank the capital
cost is $6.5 million. First year electrical energy cost is $2.43 per thousand gallons. The thirty-year
levelized costs are $8.49 per thousand gallons. This cost is comprised of $3.87 capital cost, $0.62
fixed operating and maintenance cost and $3.99 electrical energy cost.
No picture is provided as these would be in the same area indicated on the previous page.
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FIGURE 5-17.

Two New Wells at Maunalei Shaft and Tunnel Sites Existing Transmission
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FIGURE 5-18.
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FIGURE 5-19.

Three New Wells at Maunalei Shaft and Tunnel Sites - New Transmission
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Windward Wells at Kauiki
In order to explore the costs of developing wells further east in the Windward aquifer the costs of drilling
and operating a well on the east side of Maunalei gulch were estimated. A site at Kauiki east and above
the Maunalei gulch at 1750 feet elevation was characterized. Well drilling and development costs are
assumed to be higher than other areas because of the remote location of the well site. Project costs include
hydrology and engineering studies, well drilling, development including pump and ancillaries, power
transmission (water utility share), high pressure water transmission line and contingencies.
Two scenarios were characterized. The first scenario includes the costs of developing new transmission
lines from the wellhead, through Maunalei Gulch to the existing transmission line at Well 6. The second
scenario assumes that this project would be incremental to previous development of transmission and
booster station improvements to transmit water from sources in Maunalei Gulch. In this case transmission
improvements would include high pressure transmission lines from the wellhead down into Maunalei
gulch and connection with the existing transmission system at the booster station. Both scenarios assume
installed well capacity of 1 MGD and average production of 300,000 GPD.
Assuming that the project includes construction of new transmission to the connection to the existing
water system at Well 6, the capitalized costs are $10.9 million. First year electrical energy cost is $2.73
per thousand gallons. The total thirty-year levelized costs are $12.27 per thousand gallons. This cost is
comprised of $7.24 capital cost, $0.53 fixed operating and maintenance cost and $4.49 electrical energy
cost.
If the project is built after transmission and booster station improvements are developed for Mauanalei
Gulch sources, the incremental capitalized costs would be $4.9 million. First year electrical energy cost
would be $2.73 per thousand gallons. The total thirty-year levelized costs are $8.25 per thousand gallons.
This cost is comprised of $3.23 capital cost, $0.53 fixed operating and maintenance cost and $4.49
electrical energy cost.
FIGURE 5-20.
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FIGURE 5-21.

Windward Wells at Kauiki - New Transmission
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FIGURE 5-22.
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Windward Well at Kehewai Ridge
In order to explore the cost of developing a ground water source in the south portion of the Windward
aquifer, sites were located at Kehewai Ridge at 2,250 feet and 2,750 feet elevations. There are no
previous wells in this immediate area and success of drilling a well in this area is uncertain. A lower
elevation well site in this area might provide more economy in terms of water pumping costs but a
higher elevation site might be more likely to hit high level aquifer water and/or draw from a higher
elevation dike compartment. Road access, power transmission and water transmission to this area would
have to be developed. Well drilling and development costs for this project are assumed to be higher than
other areas due to the remote location. Project costs include hydrology and engineering studies, road
development, well drilling, development including ancillaries, power line and water transmission line,
control and contact storage tank and contingencies.
For the 2,250 foot elevation site, production is assumed to be 300,000 GPD. Capitalized costs are $9.3
million. First year electrical energy cost is $2.11 per thousand gallons. The total thirty-year levelized
costs are $9.99 per thousand gallons. This cost is comprised of $6.15 capital cost, $0.37 fixed operating
and maintenance cost and $3.47 electrical energy cost.
For the 2,750 foot elevation site costs are slightly higher. Production is also assumed to be 300,000
GPD. Capitalized costs are $9.7 million. First year electrical energy cost is $2.51 per thousand gallons.
The total thirty-year levelized costs are $10.96 per thousand gallons. This cost is comprised of $6.40
capital cost, $0.43 fixed operating and maintenance cost and $4.12 electrical energy cost.
FIGURE 5-23.

Windward Well at Kehewai Ridge
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FIGURE 5-25.

Windward Well at Kehewai Ridge - 2,750’ Elevation
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New Brackish Wells with Mixing to Provide Additional Potable Supply
New wells that provide water with chloride levels marginally below water drinking standards could
be mixed with fresher water to increase total potable water supply. This would require sufficient
transmission, storage and control infrastructure to guarantee adequate mixing of brackish and
potable water sources.
The costs of implementing this approach would include the same components as new potable wells
with the addition of any necessary improvements required to assure adequate mixing.

New Brackish Well for Irrigation Use Without Treatment
For non-potable water needs a well could be developed in the leeward lower level aquifer area.
There are existing plans to drill a well (proposed Well 15) about 4000 feet southeast of Well 1 at an
elevation of 1350 feet. It is expected that the aquifer water elevation will be about 700 feet.
The costs of developing the proposed Well 15 were estimated for purposes of comparison with
other potential water sources. The project includes engineering, well drilling, development
including ancillaries, connection with existing adjacent transmission and contingency. Production
was assumed to be 300,000 GPD. Capitalized costs are $2.7 million. First year electrical energy
cost is $1.30 per thousand gallons. The total thirty-year levelized costs are $4.16 per thousand
gallons. This cost is comprised of $1.76 capital cost, $0.26 fixed operating and maintenance cost
and $2.14 electrical energy cost.
FIGURE 5-26.
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FIGURE 5-27.

Proposed Brackish Well 15
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New Brackish Wells with Desalination
Desalination facilities can reduce the chloride level of brackish water to potable drinking standards.
The cost of desalination is very dependent on the amount of required reduction in chloride level.
Desalinating a brackish water source that is close to potable standards is much less expensive than
desalination of seawater.
Cost estimates are documented below for desalination of seawater and 50% seawater to potable
standards. Costs for desalination of 50% seawater are about 25% lower than costs for desalination
of pure seawater. The cost of desalination of slightly brackish water would be substantially less but
cost estimates are not currently available. Costs for this approach would include not only the costs
of desalination but also the costs of new well development including the components identified
above for new potable well development.
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FIGURE 5-28.

Desalination of Brackish Water to Potable Quality
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Desalination of Seawater
Desalination of seawater offers essentially unlimited ultimate source capacity but is more
expensive than other available options. Cost estimates for a 250,000 GPD desalination facility are
provided below for producing potable water from seawater, producing potable water from 50%
seawater and producing slightly brackish water (for irrigation purposes) from seawater.
For a 250,000 GPD facility on Lana‘i to desalinate seawater to 225 PM chlorides (potable water)
the capital cost is estimated to be $3.4 million. First year electrical energy cost is $13.17 per
thousand gallons. The total thirty-year levelized costs are $26.29 per thousand gallons. This cost is
comprised of $2.69 capital cost, $1.92 operating and maintenance cost and $21.66 electrical energy
cost.
For a 250,000 GPD facility on Lana‘i to desalinate seawater to 400 PM chlorides (non-potable
irrigation water) the capital cost is estimated to be $3.3 million. First year electrical energy cost is
$6.37 per thousand gallons. The total thirty-year levelized costs are $14.72 per thousand gallons.
This cost is comprised of $2.65 capital cost, $1.58 operating and maintenance cost and $10.48
electrical energy cost.
For a 250,000 GPD facility on Lana‘i to desalinate 50% seawater to 225 PM chlorides (potable
water) the capital cost is estimated to be $3.3 million. First year electrical energy cost is $9.97 per
thousand gallons. The total thirty-year levelized costs are $20.77 per thousand gallons. This cost is
comprised of $2.60 capital cost, $1.76 operating and maintenance cost and $16.40 electrical energy
cost.
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FIGURE 5-29.

Desalination of Seawater to Potable Quality
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FIGURE 5-30.
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Supply and Demand Side Efficiency Options
Total water system demand needs can be met by supply side efficiency options or measures, such as
increasing supply, or reducing losses; or by demand-side measures, aimed at reducing water needs.
These options are sometimes called Demand Side Measures (DSM) and Supply Side Measures (SSM).

Leak Detection and Repair
Leak detection programs can reduce water system losses. Reducing losses reduces water system
operating expenses and expands available deliverable production capacity. Leak detection efforts are
effective on both the customer and the utility “side of the meter.” Leak detection efforts on the customer
premises can be implemented as a DSM program. Leak detection efforts for the water supply system can
be implemented as an ongoing maintenance program or as a specifically commissioned project.

Unaccounted‐for Water Auditing
Unaccounted-for water analysis is good utility practice. Whether such unaccounted-for water represents
actual system losses or merely un-metered uses, a regular audit and examination of unaccounted-for
water can help to identify problem areas. Regular unaccounted-for water auditing could be made easier
by certain changes to the Periodic Water Report. In order to arrive at unccounted-for water, meter
pumpage and consumption meter read dates had to be reconciled. These could both be reported on a
monthly basis. This was the practice prior to 1981. In addition, summarized subtotals, rather than being
reported by “Lana‘i City”, “Manele, Aoki Diversified Agriculture and Ag Activities Near the Airport”,
and Kaumalapau, could be reported by the 5 districts noted in this document, which represent distinct
sets of sources and pressure zones. These are Lana‘i City and surrounding areas (LCTY); Koele Project
District area (KOPD), Palawai Irrigation Grid (IGGP), Manele Project District area (MNPD), and
Kaumalapau (KPAU). Sources for each of these areas should be noted in the reports in such a way that
these can be distinguished. It would also be useful to regularly subtotal estimated irrigation use in each
district and from each set of sources, versus domestic use.

Pipe Replacement

In the course of seeking the causes of unaccounted-for water described in the previous chapter, several
old and leaking pipes were identified. Some of these may create significant system loss. The most dramatic example of such potential is the Palawai Grid line. Repair of this line is estimated to result in over
200,000 GPD in savings. A list of pipe repair priorities totalling roughly twelve million was generated
and is included in the capital program and discussion later in this chapter.

Use of Reclaimed Water

As discussed previously, sufficient reclaimed water availability to offset between 400,000 and 600,000
GPD or more of potable or brackish use is seen as likely during the planning period. A number of
options for reclaimed use are considered in the section to follow, ranging from use of 60,000 GPD to
500,000 GPD.
Maui County Water Use & Development Plan - Lana‘i
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Pipe Replacement to Reduce System Losses
Unaccounted-for water analysis in the previous chapter led to examination of the source value of pipe
replacements in the Palawai Grid. Unaccounted-for water in this area was 44.61% in 2008. To the extent
that this represents losses rather than un-metered uses, this represents substantial and expensive operating loss for this service area.
Several options were considered for repairs in this area. For evaluation on a levelized cost basis, the
capital cost of this replacement is estimated at about $3.8 million dollars. Water savings are estimated
at 202,000 GPD. First year electrical energy savings are $1.49 per thousand gallons. The total thirtyyear levelized costs are $2.34 per thousand gallons. This cost is comprised of $4.54 in capital costs, a
savings of $.07 in operating and maintenance cost and a savings of $2.14 in electrical energy cost.

FIGURE 5-31.
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Palawai Grid Pipe Replacement
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Covering Open Reservoirs to Reduce Evaporative Losses
Open reservoirs lose water due to evaporation. Estimates for evaporative losses for reservoirs in
Hawaii are typically 1/4” per day. Several types of reservoir covers are available. Floating covers
are less expensive than structural “roof” covers but require more maintenance and more frequent
replacement.
Life cycle costs were estimated for both floating and structural aluminum covers for the 15 MG
Manele Reservoir. Cost estimates for installation on Lana’i were obtained from suppliers and
Hawaii installers. The Manele Reservoir loses about 17,000 GPDGPD to evaporation. The analysis
assumes that covering the reservoir would completely eliminate evaporative losses and would
allow precipitation to continue to enter the reservoir.
For a floating reservoir installed costs, including engineering, site and foundation work, materials,
installation and contingency, would be about $366,000. The cover is assumed to have a functional
life of 10 years. No fixed operating or variable costs are assumed. The total ten-year levelized unit
costs would be $10.31 per thousand gallons of reduced losses.
For a structural aluminum roof cover, installed costs, including engineering, site and foundation
work, materials, installation and contingency, would be about $4.0 million. The cover is assumed to
have a functional life of 30 years. No fixed operating or variable costs are assumed. The total thirtyyear levelized unit costs would be $60.67 per thousand gallons of reduced losses.
An additional option evaluated involved the use of Hypalon balls to form a non-structural floating
cover. This project was evaluated at roughly $450,000 for materials and an additional $45,000 for
contingencies, for a total of $495,000. This cover was somewhat more cost-effective than other
cover options. The total lifetime levelized cost of this option would be $13.14 per thousand gallons
of reduced losses.
FIGURE 5-33. Hi‘i Reservoir Cover
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FIGURE 5-34.

Floating Cover For Hi‘i Reservoir
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FIGURE 5-36.

Hypalon Balls - Cover for Hi‘i Reservoir
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Reclaimed Water Use
Three options were examined for utilization of “excess” reclaimed water from Lana‘i City to offset
potable or brackish irrigation use. These were: utilizing reclaimed water for irrigation of the
planned Miki Industrial Park; sending “excess” reclaimed water from Lana‘i City directly to
Manele for irrigation use; and a two-stage project in which reclaimed water is piped to Miki Basin
in Phase I and from Miki onward to Manele in Phase II.
Estimated costs for a recycled line to Miki Basin, included transmission and contingency in the
amount of $1,536,000 for an assumed use of about 60,000 GPD, and a thirty year functional life.
First year energy costs are approximately $0.40 per thousand gallons. For 60,000 GPD of
reclaimed water, the total thirty-year levelized cost is $5.77 per thousand gallons. This cost is
comprised of $5.09 in capital cost, $0.02 operating and maintenance cost and about $0.66 in
energy costs per thousand gallons.
The cost of a recycled water line to Manele was estimated at $16,896,000, comprised of
$10,000,000 in treatment plant upgrade, $4.08 million in transmission and $2.82 million in
contingencies. The functional life of this project is estimated at thirty years. First year energy costs
are estimated at about $0.40 per thousand gallons. For an assumed 500,000 GPD, the total costs
per thousand gallons are $7.40, comprised of $6.72 in capital costs, $0.02 in operating and
maintenance and about $0.66 in energy costs per thousand gallons.
A Phase I line to Miki Basin, to be followed by connection to Manele is slightly more expensive to
install, due to the extra size. The estimated capital costs is $2,304,000 including transmission and
contingencies. The amount of production is still assumed to be about 60,000 GPD. The functional
life of the project is estimated at thirty years. First year energy costs are estimated at about $0.40
per thousand gallons. For an assumed 60,000 GPD, the total costs per thousand gallons are $8.32,
comprised of $7.64 in capital costs, $0.02 in operating and maintenance and about $0.66 in energy
costs per thousand gallons.
Phase II of this project, from Miki Basin to Manele would cost an estimated $15,456,000, including
$10,000,000 in treatment plant upgrade, $2,880,000 in transmission and $2,576,000 in
contingencies. The project is presumed to send 440,000 GPD to Manele, with a functional life of
thirty years. First year energy costs are estimated at about $0.40 per thousand gallons. The total
costs per thousand gallons is $7.66, comprised of $6.99 in capital costs, $0.02 in operating and
maintenance and about $0.66 in energy costs per thousand gallons.
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FIGURE 5-37.

Reclaimed Water Line from Lana‘i City to Miki Basin
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FIGURE 5-38.
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FIGURE 5-39.

Reclaimed Water Line to Miki as Phase I of Project to Manele
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Demand‐Side Measures
Demand-Side measures refer to actions taken on the “customer’s side of the water meter.” These
include reducing water use by using more efficient appliances or changing water use patterns.
Many water utilities encourage conservation and water use efficiency by implementing demand-sidemanagement (DSM) programs. These programs use a variety of methods to promote efficiency
including incentives to customers, provision of free or low-cost efficient fixtures or appliances, direct
installations or conservation rate designs.

Landscape Conservation Measures
Nationwide, estimated outdoor use per-capita is 31.7 GPD. Outdoor use per household varies from
10% to 75% of household consumption. However, even in hot dry areas such as Phoenix, Scottsdale and
Tempe Arizona, outdoor use per household is estimated at under 200 GPD on average. A typical 18 hole
golf course in Pima County, Arizona uses about 500,000 GPD. (Source: Water Use and Conservation,
Amy Vickers, WaterPlow Press, Amherst, Massachusetts, 2001).
An area such as Manele is expected to have higher than average water consumption, due to the hot, dry
nature of its climate. Residential per unit consumption in Manele is considerably higher than that in
high-use communities in South Maui, such as Maui Meadows. This need not be the case. A relatively
lush appearance can be attained without creating desert-scapes or replacing foliage with cacti and pebbles. The high level of outdoor consumption on Lana‘i presents an opportunity for demand side savings.
Reduction in water consumption for landscapes can have several benefits. Such reductions can lower
system peaking factors, reduce draft from sensitive aquifers, and lower both utility and customer facility
costs, to name a few. Even a 10% reduction in irrigation water use could save over 110,000 GPD.
Greater savings could quite possibly be attainable.
Landscape conservation begins with a thorough landscape water audit. An inventory should be made
delineating the following items as a minimum:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Irrigated acreage, soils and soil infiltration rates,
Plant materials,
Size and irrigation demands of watering zones, weather station or evapotranspiration data (ET data),
Irrigation equipment and controllers in each zone,
Watering times, settings, operating pressures and gallons per minute of each zone,
Condition of equipment, overspray areas, tilted heads, missing heads, etc.,
Distribution uniformity of equipment,
Condition of plant materials.

The principles of landscape conservation are well known and will not be iterated in detail here. A draft
conservation ordinance, including landscape conservation measures is provided in Appendix E of this
Maui County Water Use & Development Plan - Lana‘i
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plan. Also attached in Appendix I are checklists for landscape conservation, golf courses and
hotels. Some general “bullet points” include:

• Turf should be limited to active play or picnic areas.
• Where turf is used, mower blades should be set high.
• Mulching mowers should be used where possible. These return grass clippings to the lawn.
Grass clippings contain about 85% water and 5% nitrogen. Leaving them on the lawn helps hold
in moisture, reduce evaporation and keep grass cool.

• The majority of landscaped areas should be planted with native species that are adapted to the
natural rainfall in the area, or with drought tolerant non-invasive non-native species. In
Manele, plant species which are salt tolerant would also be appropriate.

• Thirsty plants should be limited to showcase areas. Plants in these areas can be planted in low
areas or small basin-like forms to encourage water to pool.

• Mulches should be used both for decorative value and to reduce evaporative losses, cool soil
and control weeds. Mulches can also slow erosion and reduce soil compaction. Plants with similar water requirements should be grouped so that irrigation circuits can be controlled more
effectively.

• Irrigation circuits should be designed, timed and operated to prevent overspray or watering of
non-planted areas.

• Watering should not occur in the heat of the day, nor during rainfall or other periods when soil
moisture may already be adequate.

• Automated irrigation systems should be equipped with controllers capable of multiple programming for different zones, equipped with rain shut-off devices, and smart controllers capable of
responding appropriately to either soil moisture or evapotranspiration conditions.

• Maintenance should include frequent leak detection efforts and rapid repairs.
• Distribution uniformities should be at least 85% for drip, 70% for rotors and 60% for spray
heads.Discharge limitations for various types of irrigation emitters, as well as other measures,
are included in the draft conservation ordinance attached as Appendix E.

• Design planted areas, particularly grassed areas to utilize natural runoff, and position plants in
such a way that they receive runoff. A series of swales, basins, berms or microberms to direct
flows toward planted areas can help to make use of whatever natural rainfall is present on site.
Recessed or concave planting areas receive and retain rainfall better than raised beds.
Nationwide, one of the most effective conservation measures has been the low-tech option of limiting the number of times a week that watering can occur. Conventional wisdom is also that one
should prune sparingly, to avoid growth accelerations that can increase water requirements. On
Lana‘i, there is an example of a landscape that reduced consumption by allowing a very short bursts
of light water spray a few times during the heat of the day to keep plants cool, but reserved deep
watering for infrequent evenings. This is not the generally encouraged practice. In fact oscillating
sprinklers and other sprinkler heads that produce fine mists or sprays are generally discouraged.
However, it may merit further study. It should be noted that this practice was combined with very
active pruning, which is also not a generally recommended practice for water conservation as noted
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above. The intense care taken on the property may mean that the method is not adaptable to those with
less intensive maintenance. Nor is it clear how much of the reduced irrigation use came from these
techniques versus more intensive monitoring and management of irrigation equipment. The reduction in
water use achieved brought overall consumption more in line with that in Maui Meadows, one of
Maui’s highest per-unit use areas. Although the reduction in consumption achieved was laudable, it is
not clear whether these techniques can or ought to be broadly replicated in Manele.
Landscape conservation measures that have been used with some success in South Maui hotels in recent
years include:

•
•
•
•
•
•

Installation of high-end smart controller systems,
Installation and use of on-site weather stations,
Replacement of irrigation nozzles,
Installation of sub-surface drip systems under sod,
Installation of drip irrigation under shrubs,
Replacement of decorative plantings with drought tolerant natives, and installation of high-efficiency re-circulating water purification systems in water features.

The Grand Wailea Resort reported a 37% drop in irrigation consumption through the use of such measures.

Hotel Conservation
The hotels on Lana‘i are the largest customers of Lana‘i’s water utility. Much of hotel use is irrigation
use, but even leaving irrigation use aside, hotels are large customers. As such, an effort should be made
by the water utility to partner with the hotel properties to achieve conservation both in the landscape and
throughout hotel facilities.
An axiom in water conservation field is that “you can’t save what you don’t measure”. As with irrigation, conservation at the hotels should begin with a detailed inventory of existing and proposed water
uses at the hotels. The inventory should detail fixture units and counts, water uses and water using
appliances and equipment in spas, restaurants, guest rooms, landscapes, laundries, cooling and other
areas throughout the facility, locations and purposes of controls, sub-meters, water filters or recycling
systems, locations and amounts of irrigated acreage, irrigation system elements, controllers, circuits and
settings, acreage and volume of pools, filtration equipment, etc.
The hotels could benefit by being registering with the Green Building Certification Institute for LEED
credits. The focused attention on conservation that comes with such an effort can result, not only in cost
and resource savings, but also in an advertising boost, as “green” design and operation become increasingly marketable. In designing a conservation program, the hotels could aim to obtain 7 out of 10 water
efficiency credits as a target. Certainly the future hotels should be designed built and commissioned in a
manner that qualifies for a minimum of 7 out of 10 Water Efficiency credits.
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Fixture replacements can save on electricity as well as water. A list of WaterSense certified high-efficiency toilets and other fixtures may be found at http://www.epa.gov/WaterSense/pp/index.htm. Fixture retrofits to consider include:

•
•
•
•

Retrofit toilets with high efficiency models that use 1.28 gallons per flush or less
Retrofit urinals with high efficiency models that use 0.5 gallons per flush or less.
Install showerheads with a flow rate of 2 gpm at 60 psi or less in all units.
Retrofit bathroom sink faucets with fixtures that do not exceed 1 gpm at 60 psi. (even more efficient models
are available)

Cooling / HVAC systems should be reviewed. New systems should be constructed, commissioned and operated
in a manner that conserves water as well as energy. Single pass cooling should not be permitted. Recent data
indicate that increasing energy efficiency in coolers can also increase water efficiency. Cooling systems should
be specified to qualify for LEED certification for energy efficiency and controllability, as well as the specific
water conservation measures listed below for multi-pass systems:

• Installation of control systems and sub-metering to monitor and manage water quality and other parameters in
make-up water and blow-down.

•
•
•
•

Installation of appropriate treatment systems to manage water quality in cooling tower make-up water.
Operation of cooling towers with greater than 5 cycles of concentration.
Minimization of drift losses with baffles or drift eliminators.
Establishment of a proactive cooling system maintenance and monitoring program.

Around the hotel, in kitchens, restaurants, snack shops and other areas, ice making, cooking and washing can be
made more efficient with the following measures:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Ice machines which use water for cooling should be replaced with efficient air-cooled models.
Refrigeration systems should be air-cooled or closed-system recirculating systems.
Pre-rinse spray valves on dishwashers shall have a flow rate equal to or less than 1.6 gpm at 60 psi.
Food steamers should be self-contained "boilerless" or "connectionless" models.
Wok stoves should be "waterless woks".
Ware washing units should have flow rates of less than 1 gallon per rack.
If tunnel washers or multi-load washer extractors are used, they should utilize no more than 2 gallons of
water per pound of laundry.

• If regular commercial clothes washers are used, install washers that are Energy Star and WaterSense certified,
or have a water factor (gallons/cubic foot of laundry) of not more than 6.
Guests should be encouraged to conserve. This can be done in a manner that actually enlaces the guest experience. For instance, guided and interpreted, or self-guided “tours” or walks to native plantings, educational materials and displays explaining local resources, even interactive experiences teaching about traditional uses of
plants and guiding guests in small projects can create a sense of appreciation for the value and beauty of local
resources.
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As a minimum, guests should be encouraged to conserve by

• Placing tent cards in rooms to encourage guests to re-use sheets and towels.
• Ensuring adequate towel rack space to enable & encourage guests to hang towels neatly. This will
also help encourage them not to require daily washing.

• Placing tent cards in restaurants informing guests that water is available upon request, rather than
automatically.
Landscape conservation has been discussed above. In general,

• All irrigated areas shall be equipped with smart controllers capable of self-adjusting to account for
moisture conditions, and of multiple programming for separation of turf and non-turf areas.

• Irrigation valves and circuits should be arranged such that plants with different water requirements
are watered separately and appropriately (hydrozones).

• Landscaping should be designed and / or renovated so as to qualify for LEED credit WEc1.1 as a
minimum.

• To the extent possible in landscaping, select native plant species that are adapted to the natural rainfall and salt conditions in the area. The project is located in Plant Zones 3 and 5. The use of climateadapted native plants conserves water and protects watersheds from the spread of invasive plant species.
Even water features can be made more efficient. High efficiency filtration systems are available for
pools and fountains.
For the new hotels, and in the event that the existing hotels are renovated, wastewater systems should be
designed or renovated to qualify for LEED credit WEc2.
Once an inventory of water uses and conservation opportunities has been made, and measures undertaken, it is important to take stock of the actual performance of conserving measures. A useful tool is
an annual tally of what has been done, the goal of each measure taken, and how the results panned out.
Document the recorded savings or reductions in peak factors, to assist in fine-tuning facility management for conservation as time goes on. An annual inventory of uses, performance, and changes made to
fixtures or processes such as treatment, recycling, or other measures to conserve, as well as water use
impacts of each, should become a regular practice.
New hotels or expanded facilities should be conditioned upon implementation of such measures. Existing hotels should be encouraged in these directions with incentives such as rebates, as well as pricing
signals. Some funds were budgeted to support this in the capital plan discussed in this chapter.
A variety of potential programs were characterized in terms of costs per thousand gallons saved. These
included toilet replacement rebate and direct installations, leak detection audits, faucet and fixture
giveaway programs, and various outdoor irrigation efficiency and control measures. Several of these
programs appear to be cost effective measures in comparison with new source development.
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Growth Management
One approach to meeting water demand is to manage the amount of growth and land development by general land use planning procedures. Decisions regarding where growth is allowed to occur and what types of
developments are permitted are within the scope of land use planning. However, these decisions are
informed by the status of both infrastructure and resources of many sorts, water among them. In the case of
water, a unique situation exists, in that the State Water Code HRS §174C-31(a)(2) states that the Water Use
and Development plans shall set forth the allocation of water to land use in each county. The Lana‘i Water
Advisory Committee discussed allocations at length. These discussions included review of project proposals discussed in the Demand chapter of this document, as well as resource issues discussed in the Existing
Resources and Systems and Source Water Protection chapters of this document. The results of these discussions, along with some recommendations, are presented in the Policy Issues chapter of this document.

Water Source Protection
Water source protection is an important component of any water system management plan. For the Island of
Lana‘i water source protection has been identified as an especially important component because of the
importance of vegetation in maintaining the amount of total effective precipitation. The importance and
impacts of water source protection measures are discussed the next chapter, on Source Water Protection.

Summary of Levelized Costs
Several measures to increase available source have been discussed. Some of these measures include high
capital investments up front, but low operating costs. Others include low initial investments, but high operating costs. Some measures create large additional capacity, while other measures create only a little. In
order to develop a meaningful comparison of the value of these projects, total costs over the economic life
of each project, including inflation and cost of capital where applicable, are derived and levelized to costs
per 1,000 gallons of water produced.
In the tables on the following three pages, a summary of costs of new source development, supply side measures and demand side measures are presented in terms of cost per thousand gallons. Figure 5-42 examines
new and replacement source options. Figure 5-43 examines loss reduction options, and Figure 5-44 examines demand side management options. In all cases measures are presented in order of least to most expensive on a life time basis.
Some explanation of the column headings may be of use. For the new and replacement source projects and
loss reduction projects in Figure 5-42 and 5-43, respectively, installed capacity refers to the capacity of the
equipment installed, whereas effective capacity refers to the average day yield anticipated accounting for
limitations. Average output is the amount of water assumed in the economic analysis. For the purposes of
comparison, this is assumed to be the same thing. The capital cost is the total cost in millions of dollars.
The unit cost is millions of dollars per millions of gallons per day, or dollars per gallon per day. Variable
costs are principally the costs of electricity and chemicals, or amortized filter costs for treatment plants.
These costs are proportional to the amount of production. Economic plant life is assumed to be 30 years for
new sources. It is the estimated life of the project before additional major expenditures would be antici5-58
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pated, recognizing that some portions of projects have longer lives than others. The Unit NPV, or net
present value is the capital fixed operating and variable operating cost in terms of $per gallon per day of
operating the facility over 30 years expressed in current dollars. The levelized cost is the cost over thirty
years in terms of thousands of gallons. Capital, Fixed and Variable operating costs are expressed in
terms of levelized dollars per thousand gallons. Capital costs refer to the up-front investment to construct or install a facility. Fixed operating costs refer to expense to operate that are present in the same
amount regardless of how much water is being produced, such as labor for metering and maintenance
and fixed demand charges for electricity. Variable operating costs are those which increase with
increased production such as electrical charges, chemicals or, in the case of treatment, amortized filter
costs.
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FIGURE 5-41.
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FIGURE 5-42.

Summary of Loss Reduction Options - Levelized Costs
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FIGURE 5-43.
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Existing Near Term Source Plans
Existing near term source plans include the replacement of Well 3, replacement of Well 2 and Shaft 3
with Wells 2-A and 2-B, recommissioning of Well 7 and installation of Well 15.
Based upon system standards, as shown on Figure 5-21, these wells would be adequate to firm the system and handle redundancy requirements for natural growth, as forecast in the Base Case SMS Forecast.
However, they could not all be used at design capacity without exceeding the sustainable yield of the
Leeward aquifer. For more optimal distributions of withdrawals, as well as more use from new or
replacement sources, it would be advisable to seek windward aquifer sources within the planning
period. One good option cost-wise might be the installation of a well in the Windward aquifer at
Malau.
On a levelized basis, the most cost-effective measure to improve source availability turns out to be
replacement of the pipes in the Palawai Grid, as discussed in the next section. Although this was not
part of the near term source plan, it is now recommended, along with some other measures to be discussed in the proposed plan section.
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Wells
6&8
792,000
1,357,441
1,378,325
1,401,321
1,424,316
1,447,311
1,470,306
1,493,302
1,512,631
1,531,960
1,551,290
1,570,619
1,589,948
1,611,333
1,632,717
1,654,102
1,675,486
1,696,870
1,719,255
1,741,639
1,764,023
1,786,407
1,808,792

Year
Now Less Lrgst Pump

2009
2010
2011
2012
2013
2014
2015
2016
2017
2018
2019
2020
2021
2022
2023
2024
2025
2026
2027
2028
2029
2030

1,008,550
1,024,067
1,041,152
1,058,237
1,075,322
1,092,407
1,109,492
1,123,853
1,138,215
1,152,576
1,166,937
1,181,298
1,197,187
1,213,075
1,228,963
1,244,851
1,260,739
1,277,371
1,294,002
1,310,633
1,327,264
1,343,895

Wells
2&4
1,296,000
2,044,160
2,075,609
2,110,238
2,144,866
2,179,495
2,214,123
2,248,751
2,277,859
2,306,967
2,336,075
2,365,183
2,394,291
2,426,493
2,458,696
2,490,899
2,523,101
2,555,304
2,589,012
2,622,721
2,656,429
2,690,137
2,723,845

Wells
1, 9 & 14
864,000
4,410,151
4,478,002
4,552,711
4,627,419
4,702,128
4,776,836
4,851,545
4,914,343
4,977,142
5,039,940
5,102,739
5,165,537
5,235,013
5,304,488
5,373,963
5,443,439
5,512,914
5,585,638
5,658,361
5,731,085
5,803,808
5,876,532

Total
2,952,000

Installed Capacity Less Largest Pump Requirements for Base Case - Elasticity = 1
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3,456,000

1,440,000

4,320,000

None

576,000
3,744,000

576,000

864,000

864,000

Total
864,000

Capacity over Avg Day Forecasted Requirement

229 402

* Shown for all systems for information, though this exercise applies only to b rackish systems.

For Brackish System Only - Standards Don't Apply - Checking Requirements vs. Source
Forecast Source Requirement
803,907
597,287
1,210,598
2,611,792

2,088,000

896,122

Remaining Deficit
Resulting
Installed Less Largest Pump

None

387,723

Base Case WW Addition
None

1,283,845

Deficit

576,000

2,160,000

576,000
864,000
1,296,000

Recommission Well 7
NEAR TERM ADDITIONS

Wells
1, 9 & 14

Well 15

864,000

Well 2-B

Wells
2&4
432,000
864,000

Wells
6&8
432,000

Well 2-A

Well 3

Source Option

1,458,151
1,526,002
1,600,711
1,675,419
1,750,128
1,824,836
1,899,545
1,962,343
2,025,142
2,087,940
2,150,739
2,213,537
2,283,013
2,352,488
2,421,963
2,491,439
2,560,914
2,633,638
2,706,361
2,779,085
2,851,808
2,924,532

Total
2,952,000

FIGURE 5-44.

Anticipated Capacity Additions

Wells
Wells
Wells
Year
6&8
2&4
1, 9 & 14
Now Less Lrgst Pump
792,000
1,296,000
864,000
Additional Capacity Required to Meet Standard Redundancies
2009
565,441
-287,450
1,180,160
2010
586,325
-271,933
1,211,609
2011
609,321
-254,848
1,246,238
2012
632,316
-237,763
1,280,866
2013
655,311
-220,678
1,315,495
2014
678,306
-203,593
1,350,123
2015
701,302
-186,508
1,384,751
2016
720,631
-172,147
1,413,859
2017
739,960
-157,785
1,442,967
2018
759,290
-143,424
1,472,075
2019
778,619
-129,063
1,501,183
2020
797,948
-114,702
1,530,291
2021
819,333
-98,813
1,562,493
2022
840,717
-82,925
1,594,696
2023
862,102
-67,037
1,626,899
2024
883,486
-51,149
1,659,101
2025
904,870
-35,261
1,691,304
2026
927,255
-18,629
1,725,012
2027
949,639
-1,998
1,758,721
2028
972,023
14,633
1,792,429
2029
994,407
31,264
1,826,137
2030
1,016,792
47,895
1,859,845
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System Maintenance and Replacement Needs
Any twenty year plan must consider system replacement needs as well as new source, in order to determine feasibility and costs.
Anticipated costs of system replacement needs can be estimated in a number of ways. One way is to
schedule replacements based on installation dates of system elements. The estimated useful life of a
facility depends upon size, material and location, but if these factors are known, a replacement schedule
can be derived.
Another accepted way to schedule capital improvements is based upon inspection and condition assessment of actual facilities. For example, such flaws as rust or caving tank roofs are clearly visible upon
inspection. Similarly, frequent breaks, pressure or water quality complaints, or high unaccounted-for
water can also help to target problem pipes for replacement. In this method, items are budgeted based
on condition and performance. This method generally applies to near-term budgeting.
A third method is to estimate an average annual requirement and budget for that. For example, on
Lana‘i, with just under 80 miles of active pipeline, and an average useful life of fifty years - roughly 1.6
miles of pipe should be replaced per year. This is a valid method for a long term budget approximation.
Depending upon the segments to be replaced, this will be more in some years and less in others, but it
reflects the average pace of replacement necessary to maintain a system the size of Lana‘i’s. Similar
calculations can be done for other system facilities.
Usually, replacement schedules are drafted based upon a combination of these two methods, as is the
case with the plan presented here.
Once projects have been identified, it must be determined whether and how they can be funded.
Typically, new or expanded source is funded by new meter fees. These may be called “Water System
Development Fees”, “Facilities Capacity Charges”, “Tap-In Charges”, or simply “New Meter Fees”, but
they refer to the charge paid to add a new meter to the system. This philosophy is sometimes encapsulated in the phrase “growth pays for growth”.
Replacement, renovation or repair of existing facilities is typically funded by rates and monthly or bimonthly charges.
In preparing this plan, funding had to be distributed between Lana‘i Water Company, Inc. (LWCI) and
Lana‘i Holdings, LLC. (LHI). LWCI purchases source delivery from it’s parent company, LHI. Part of
this arrangement is that LHI develops and drills new or expanded capacity. According to utility personnel, once source projects have been developed, LWCI must budget cost recovery for LHI to maintain,
repair or replace them. Under the current structure, some costs are recovered by the utility, while others
are borne by the company. Costs of projects in this plan have been assigned to either LHI or LWCI
based upon discussions with utility personnel.
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Once system needs are identified, and recovery needs determined, a rate and fee structure is
designed to accommodate them.
Projects necessary for system maintenance have been identified and are classed in the following
broad categories:

•
•
•
•
•
•

Source
Supply and Demand Side Efficiency
Storage
Pipeline and Valves
Pumps
SCADA Telemetry and Monitoring Needs

Source
The following projects, although source related, are anticipated to be funded through LWCI rates
and fees because they involve replacement or renovation of existing source.
Well 3 Replacement Well 3 is out of service and in need of replacement. This source once delivered half a million gallons per day, but toward the end of its life pumpage was closer to 100,000
gallons per day. Well 3 had one particularly useful feature, which was that it could effectively serve
either the Koele and Lana‘i City systems, Kaumalapau or supplement the service areas of Wells 2
& 4. The Well 3 Replacement will be located in the same area as the existing Well 3. It is expected
to have an installed capacity of 864,000 GPD, with an average day capacity of 384,000 gallons and
an average water delivery of 300,000 GPD. Installation costs provided by utility personnel total
$1.7 million. Well 3 Replacement is expected to be on-line in the third quarter of 2010.
Well 2 Renovation Well 2-Shaft 3, although technically on line, is rarely used due to issues of both
safety and facility condition. Well 2-Shaft 3 was once the island’s main source of irrigation water.
Based upon water levels, Well 2-Shaft 3 should be the most economical source to operate. The Well
2 renovation involves replacement of the Well 2 portion of Well 2-Shaft 3. This project involves
moving the pump facilities, controls and telemetry to the surface and renovating the well and pump
facility. Anticipated capacity is 864,000 GPD installed, with an average day capacity of 384,000
gallons and an average water delivery of 300,000 GPD. Estimated costs provided by utility personnel are $900,000. Well 2 Renovation is expected to be on-line in 2012. Because of the project listed
below, this Well 2 Renovation is also referred to as Well 2-A.
Well 2-B Well 2-B involves replacing the old Shaft 3 with a well drilled to tap into the old Shaft 3
source. Based on the behavior of water levels at Well 2 and Shaft 3, LWCI personnel believe that
Well 2 and Shaft 3 tap separate dike compartments, and can be operated as two separate sources.
Anticipated costs are $2,382,880. Anticipated capacity is 864,000 installed, with an average day
capacity of 384,000 gallons and an average water delivery of 300,000 GPD. Well 2-B is expected to
be on-line in the fourth quarter of 2014.
Well 1 Replacement or Renovation Well 1 was drilled in 1945. By 2030 it will be an 85 year old
well. The pump and shaft were last replaced in 2005. Water levels in Well 1 are declining, as they
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are in Wells 9 & 14. Part of the purpose of Well 15 is to distribute withdrawals in the hopes that water
levels in these wells can stabilize, as well as for additional redundancy.
Well 4 Replacement or Renovation Well 4 is the island’s most productive well at present. Although
Well 4 appears to be in working order, replacement or renovation remains on the fringes of LWCI's
plans, because by the year 2030 it will be an 80 year old well. It was drilled in 1950. The pump motor
was last replaced in 2006. Project costs are estimated only roughly, at $1.75 million. The existing
pump is 900 GPM, or 1,296,000 GPD installed capacity. The size of the replacement pump would be
determined based upon water levels at the time it is replaced.

The following projects would be funded by LHI as expansion source.
Well 15 Water levels in all three pumping brackish wells, Wells 1, 9 & 14, are declining. An additional
well is required to distribute withdrawals, as well as to provide redundancy for the brackish system.
Costs are estimated at $2,656,800. Anticipated installed capacity is 864,000, with an average day
capacity of 384,000 gallons. No additional source availability is assumed to result from this project.
Recommission Well 7 Well 7 could provide both reliability and improved distribution of withdrawals on
the north end of the Leeward aquifer. Well 7 has the advantage of being situated such that, with transmission improvements, it could serve either Lana‘i City or the Irrigation Grid. Estimated costs to renovate Well 7 and construct transmission to the Lana‘i City system are $2,678,210.
Well 5 Replacement Well 5 was drilled in 1950. By the late 1980s, water deliveries from this well were
declining, and the well was used mainly for backup. When it was in use, it had to be used with caution,
and given time to allow water to recharge. Although Well 5 has been out of use since 1994, it was seen
as a possible re-instated future source for years. More recently, general thinking has been that it would
be more likely to replace this source than to revitalize the old well. Costs are estimated at $2,956,800.
The costs of this project would be borne by LHI.
In addition to these three quasi -replacement sources, new source projects identified and described earlier in this chapter would be funded by LHI.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

High Level Potable Well Near Hi‘i Tank (between Hi‘i Tank and Well 3)
Windward Well at Malau
Windward Well at Maunalei
Windward Well at Kehewai Ridge - 2,250’
Windward Well at Kehewai Ridge - 2,750’
Windward Well at Kauiki
Windward Wells at Kauiki (Incremental)

Supply and Demand Side Efficiency
Indoor Conservation Technical domestic savings potential was evaluated in the Demand Analysis
chapter of this WUDP. The theoretical potential water savings from indoor conservation was estimated
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at 175,192 GPD. $1,480,419 is included in the designed rate structure for a “Direct Install” program to replace all existing, non-conserving toilets, showerheads and faucet aerators and clothes
washers on the island. Replacement of clothes washers could be traded for an equivalent savings
opportunity in the commercial or other sectors, such as tunnel washers, pre-rinse spray valves, efficiency improvements in cooling, or other efficiency measures. Estimated costs included funds for
contracting the installation out and associated internal administration. Since residential dishwashers are not addressed in this program, their estimated savings potential is subtracted from the total
estimated technical savings potential, resulting in a theoretical savings from this plan of 174,040
GPD.
It is never possible to achieve full theoretical technical potential with a conservation program.
Assumptions in program design assume that only a portion of technical potential is achieved.
Assuming that roughly 100,000 GPD in savings were actually attained (about 57% of technical
potential), an estimated $2,337,600 in savings would result from this investment of roughly $1.5
million. This savings is comprised of $212,000 in pumping costs, and the avoided installation of
roughly 1/3 of a well, using the Well at Malau as a median priced example. Although net present
value cost estimates were not calculated, the savings promise to be substantial enough that the measure is anticipated to be cost-effective.
Incentives for Landscape or Hotel Conservation Landscape is the largest use of water on the
island, estimated at over 1.1 MGD. Hotels are the largest customers, with over 0.27 MGD in
metered uses on the meters specifically classed as hotel alone. Roughly half of that is thought to be
used outdoors for irrigation of hotel properties, water features, and the like. Both represent major
opportunities for efficiency savings.
Measures for landscape efficiency have been discussed in general terms above. In addition, the
pricing structure designed to support necessary expenditures over the next 20 years should have the
effect of flattening at least the more excessive landscape or other uses. One means to mitigate and
avert potential rate shock is to assist those most affected with incentives and assistance to conserve.
$225,000 has been included for this purpose. $25,000 would be spent to hire an expert conservation
consultant to identify the most critical measures, with the bulk of the funds going to actual efficiency incentives or rebates for these sectors.
Leak Detection Equipment Unaccounted-for water analysis in the Demand Analysis chapter of
this document documented high losses in the Palawai Irrigation Grid. However, long before that,
the Lana‘i Water Advisory Committee discussed high pressures, frequent water service interruptions due to pipe breaks at the MECO plant in the Miki Basin area. LWCI personnel described
“walking the lines” to find visible leaks. A leak in a buried pipe that has become visible at the surface has usually been growing for some time. All of the circumstances listed are indications of
severely leaky pipes. Moreover, high pressures reported in the Grid would put additional burden on
pipes in poor condition. An unfortunate finding of the unaccounted-for water analysis was that
even with recent repairs and replacements, unaccounted-for water remained high in the Palawai
Irrigation Grid as of the first 6 billing periods in 2009. Leaks can go on for a long time without
detection, if not actively sought. In highly permeable or sandy soils, even severe leaks can go undetected indefinitely.
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One way to minimize such losses is a regular system audit with leak detection equipment. In the proposed capital plan, $150,000 is included for leak detection equipment. This should be enough to
obtain a digital correlator, some correlating loggers, a pipe locator, a leak detector and some leak loggers.
Water losses are costly in terms of energy consumption, wear on pumps and facilities, service interruptions, lost revenues and lost opportunities to do useful things with the water. These costs can be insidious. A standard Water Audit Worksheet from the American Water Works Association was used to
examine the leaks indited on Wells 2 & 4, with the result that annual economic losses from these leaks
were roughly $300,000.

Storage
Replace Hi‘i Tank and Hi‘i Reservoir with New 2 MG Tank The 0.5 MG Hi‘i Tank is old and in need of
replacement. The tank is in poor condition, with rust on the roof and near the base of the tank. A portion
of the base appears to be missing or cracked. These deficiencies were mentioned in the Sanitary Survey
of the Manele System. The Hi‘i Reservoir is also about fifty years old, has a concrete lining and a cover.
A concrete reservoir of this age could also be one source of unaccounted-for water, if cracks have begun
to develop in the concrete.
Hypalon Balls To Reduce Evaporative Losses at 15 MG Brackish Reservoir Lana‘i Water Advisory
Committee members frequently expressed concern about unaccounted-for water at or around the 15 MG
brackish water reservoir in Palawai Irrigation Grid. Unaccounted-for water in the brackish system is
about 19%. Three options to reduce evaporative losses were evaluated. An aluminum cover, a floating
cover and hypalon balls. The most cost effective appeared to be the floating cover. In discussions with
utility personnel, there was concern that the floating cover might not be as easy to work with logistically
as the hypalon balls. Floating covers can be difficult to remove when they start to disintegrate. Hypalon
was selected for inclusion in the capital proposal. Anticipated savings are 14,000 GPD.

Pipeline Replacement
Nine pipeline projects totalling roughly $11,946,921 were identified and reviewed. Of these, eight were
included in the capital proposal.
Replace Broken and Leaking Pipe In the Central Palawai Irrigation Grid As noted above, unaccountedfor water on this portion of the system is 44.61%. Due to the high pressures, frequent breaks and visible
leaks discussed above, it is believed that the lion’s share of this unaccounted-for water actually is lost to
leakage. Even a reduction in losses, leaving 15% unaccounted-for water would result in over 200,000
GPD in savings from Wells 2 and 4. The costs of these losses to the utility are over $200,000 per year.
By offsetting electrical costs for 200,000 GPD of pumpage, while at the same time adding 200,000 gallons of source availability, this option, pencils out as the most economical of all the source options, on a
levelized cost basis.
The project also includes segments upstream of the Palawai Irrigation Grid, from Well 3 to Well 2, from
Well 4 to Well 2, and from Wells 2 and 4 to the Hi‘i Reservoir. Portions of these upstream segments do
not meet system standards.
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Both fire protection and potable water for the planned industrial park are required in the area as well, meaning that at least some portions of these replacements may receive developer funding. For instance, 12” line
from Hi‘i Tank to Miki Basin could be developer funded, while the rest of the project would be funded by
the utility. An alternate option would be to make a dual connection, running a potable 8” line to the
Kaumalapau system, and an 8” line from Hi‘i to the Miki Basin.
Apart from Miki Basin, most of the uses in the Palawai Irrigation Grid could be served by irrigation grade
rather than potable grade lines. Meters requiring potable service could be relocated to the Kaumalapau line
for potable water. Mapping the actual locations of meters served by these lines within the grid led to this
option. This could reduce the cost of the replacement.
On-site storage poses some questions. In discussion with utility personnel, it appeared that the currently
favored option might be to provide on site storage with pumping capability for fire protection. Gravity flow
is generally preferred, and might be a better option. Since some storage is likely to be required as a condition of the proposed industrial park development, it may be possible to combine the required tank with the
replacement of the Hi‘i Tank and reservoir. The developer could cover all or part of that replacement, up to
whatever would be necessary to serve the Industrial Park without detriment to Manele, according to standards. This option would require a 12” transmission line, but would provide better fire flow to the site. It
is important to note in this regard that the project as priced involves an 8” line, which is adequate combined
with other projects here to meet the needs of current uses. Never the less, a 12” line may be the better
choice.
The estimated cost used in the plan is $3,740,920. This includes potable grade ductile iron lines the same
sizes as existing lines upstream of the reservoir, and 8” irrigation grade line downstream of the reservoir.
If ductile iron lines suitable for potable use are selected, or if the line is upgraded to 12”, whether potable or
irrigation grade, to provide fire protection, the cost could go up. But in these cases it may also be that all or
a portion of these project upgrades could be developer-funded. It would be advisable to consult with developers and make these decisions before the upgraded line is installed.
Replace Asbestos-Concrete Pipe Segments in Lana‘i City, including PRV on 10” Asbestos Line To the
northeast of Lana‘i City, some of the old transmission lines are asbestos. These are at an age where repairs
become necessary from time to time, especially at the joints. Working with asbestos creates safety hazards
for field crews, as well as inefficiencies and inconveniences on the job due to the need for special precautions. The estimated cost of the project is $972,041.
Upgrade Kaumalapau Line The line to Kaumalapau is old and undersized to provide fire protection to the
Kaumalapau Harbor and residences. Portions of this line are in poor repair. The estimated costs to upgrade
this line is $3,958,217.
Potable Line Connecting Miki Basin to the Kaumalapau Waterline This project could be a requirement of
the proposed Miki Industrial Park. However, the existing MECO facility in Miki Basin has substandard service and would also benefit.
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Potable Line Connecting Well 7 to Upper End of Lana‘i City Service Area Well 7 has the advantage of
flexibility, in that it could serve either the city or the west end of the Palawai Irrigation Grid service area.
There is also an advantage in the fact that the well has been drilled for some time, which should afford
some cost savings. This project would be paid for by LHI.
Replace Old Steel Pipe Segments in Lana‘i City About 1.62 miles of pipe in Lana‘i City are old wound
steel pipes. These are due for replacement. Estimated project costs are $1,202,755.
Connect Well 7 To West End Grid This is part of a phased project. Connecting Well 7 to the West end of
the Palawai Irrigation Grid would enable services on that side to be served by Well 7. Although these
services do not use much, this would provide some relief to Wells 2 & 4. Leaks on this end of the Palawai Irrigation Grid are not believed to be as severe as they are in the Miki Basin, where pressures were
extremely high for a long time. Never the less, the line is of the same general vintage and will be well
past due for replacement within the planning period.
Re-route Brackish Line to Save Electrical Costs This project is not included in the capital plan. It was
evaluated for inclusion, as it was determined that roughly $29,250 in electrical costs per year could be
saved if two hills along the transmission route could be avoided. The benefits of the re-alignment were
not sufficient to warrant replacing the entire line. The benefits of replacing portions of the line, to attain
part of the possible savings, were also examined. None of the options examined warranted line replacement or retrofit. However, it is suggested that when the brackish line does become due for replacement,
it be re-routed as shown in Figure 5-48.

Pumps
Rolling Pump Replacement At present there are six or seven operating source pumps, depending upon
whether Well 2 is counted, with four or five likely to commence or resume operations in the near future,
those being Well 3 (relocated), Well 2-A and 2-B, Well 15, and possibly Well 7. A total of twelve operating source pumps with an assumed lifetime of fifteen years per pump leads to a replacement rate of
about 0.8 pumps per year, or 4 pumps every 5 years. Since some of these will be new, not all are deemed
to require replacement within the planning period. An estimated twelve pump replacements over the
twenty year period were included in the capital plan, at a cost of $2,400,000.
Motor Control and Electrical Center Upgrades Regular maintenance, assessment and replacement of
parts such as motors, electrical controls, impellers or other elements as needed can help to extend the
operating life of pumps. An annual allowance of $50,000 is included within the capital plan, for a total
of $1,000,000.
SCADA, Telemetry and Other Monitoring Equipment
Monitoring Replacements and Upgrades An annual allowance of $25,000 is included to allow for regular replacement and upgrade of telemetry, SCADA, controls, flow meters or other monitoring equipment, for a total over the planning period of $500,000.
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FIGURE 5-45.
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FIGURE 5-45.

Pipeline Projects - Continued
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Legend:
Red Replace Broken and Leaking Pipe in the Central Palawai Irrigation Grid
Orange - Replace Asbestos-Concrete Pipe Segments in Lana‘i City, including PRV on 10” Asbestos Line
Yellow - Upgrade Kaumalapau Line
Green - Connect Miki Basin to Potable Kaumalapau Waterline
Aqua - Connect Well 7 to Upper End of Lana‘i City Service Area
Blue - Replace Old Steel Pipe Segments in Lana‘i City
Violet - Connect Well 7 to West End Grid
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FIGURE 5-46.
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Alternate Route for Future Brackish Line

Aqua colored line is existing brackish line.
Dashed aqua and black colored line is proposed re-route upon replacement.

FIGURE 5-47.
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Initial Twenty Year Project List - Continued
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Revenue Requirements To Cover Capital Expenditures
The total cost of projects identified and included in the Capital Plan in the event that the build-out scenario
were chosen is $99,530,889. This amount is further divided into “Maintenance” or “Expansion” projects.
Maintenance projects are those which would be funded by the utility through its rates and monthly or bimonthly charges. Expansion projects are those which would be covered either by LHI, or other developers
as needed. These projects are typically recouped in “New Meter Fees”. These are sometimes called “Facility Capacity Charges”, “Tap-In Charges”, or “Water System Development Fees”. They are the same thing.
The term “New Meter Fee” has been used here. Developer-funded or in-kind projects are not included in
this analysis. One example is a possible on-site storage tank for fire protection at the Miki Basin. If this is
built, it would be funded by the developer. Neither LWCI nor LHI would be likely to fund construction of
such a project. However, such projects once dedicated to the utility become the responsibility of LWCI to
maintain, operate and or replace.
In the previous draft of this chapter, the total amount of projects to be covered by rates and charges within
the planning period was estimated at $34,776,479. Some of the projects are specifically scheduled, others
are unscheduled and assumed to roll in gradually over the twenty year period. Assuming a twenty year rollin, with a 10% return on equity, the carrying costs work out to an average of about 5% per year. Annual carrying costs for maintenance and demand management projects were estimated at $1,738,824 per year.
Previously it was thought that sufficient reclaimed water to warrant a line from Lana‘i to Manele would not
be available until after the 20 year time frame, so reclaimed water costs had not been added into the base
case forecast for the twenty year time period. Since the October 2009 draft of this document, the use of
60,000 gallons of reclaimed water at Miki Basin had been added in to the near term plan. The potential
added charges could be covered through either rates or new meter fees, so the change was examined both
ways. If covered by rates, this would bring annual revenue requirements to $1,815,624.
Some additional costs are assumed based upon Table 4-5 of the May 29, 2009 DRAFT Lana‘i Water System
Acquisition Appraisal for LWCI, and on the 2008 Pro Forma Statement of Income for Non-Potable Brackish Operations in PUC Docket 2008-03222. These sources list existing annual as roughly $660,932 per
year for LWCI and $253,184 for LHI. Existing annual revenue losses covered by CCR are estimated at
$767,761 per year for LWCI and $76159 for LHI, for a total existing operating expense of about
$1,758,036. Increased costs of labor and cost of new facilities and rolling stock are also taken from the
DRAFT Lana‘i Water System Acquisition Appraisal. Increased costs of labor are estimated at $80,760. Revenue requirements for new facilities and rolling stock are estimated at $197,038.
Adding revenue requirements for the annual carrying cost of the proposed program ($1,738,824), plus existing revenue requirements ($1,758,036), assumed increases in cost of labor ($80,760), new facilities and
rolling stock ($197,038), one arrives at an average annual revenue requirement of $3,774,658 in 2008 dollars. With the addition of the Miki Basin project, the annual revenue requirement would be $3,851,458.
Billing data were broken down into user classes and evaluated for relative percentage of total water sales by
classes and usage amounts. These percents were then applied to overall revenue requirements to derive
starting revenue targets for each use and consumption class. Assignment of costs was adjusted to provide
for discounted rates for low water use in all classes, to encourage conservation, and to discourage excessive
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irrigation. The resulting charges per thousand gallons of water are presented in Figures 5 -55 and 5-56.
Rates are shown with and without financing of the Miki Basin reclaimed project, since it could be
financed by rates or fees. Bi-monthly meter charges were not re-calculated, and are presented in Figure
5-54.
FIGURE 5-49.

Proposed Bi-Monthly Charges Based Upon Capital Plans
Bi- Monthly Meter Fees

Meter Size
5/8"
3/4"
1"
1-1/2"
2"
2-1/2"
3"
4"
6"
8"
hydrant meters 3" charged daily $28.69 / day

Relative Bi-Monthly
Capacity Rate ($)
1
25
1.5
37.5
2.5
62.5
5
125
8
200
12
300
16
400
25
625
50
1250
80
2000
25
625

The rate design shown in Figures 5-50 and 5-51 includes rates for both potable and brackish service,
and is steeply tiered to encourage conservation. A relatively low “lifeline” rate is maintained across the
low end of all use classes.
Certain policy recommendations are reflected by the rate design. It is designed for equity, especially for
those whose uses reflect only basic necessity for livelihoood. It is designed to strongly encourage conservation. A third policy statement is made in the balance of costs between fresh and potable brackish
water. Although the brackish and potable systems are registered separately under the PUC, this rate
design addresses both, adding additional tiers to the brackish system as well as the potable. One might
tend to think that potable water should be more expensive than brackish water, since it is of higher quality. At present, the brackish sources are generally less expensive than the potable on Lana‘i. However,
water levels of the brackish sources on Lana‘i have been declining much more rapidly than those of the
fresh sources. Continuing decline in water levels will make these sources more costly. All of the water
on Lana‘i comes from one aquifer system. Nor is it clear that irrigation in Manele, where the brackish
source is used, need be cheaper than irrigation in Lana‘i City. Although the rate design spreadsheet was
set up such that these sources of water can be charged differently, the draft structure presented below
sets irrigation charges for brackish and potable water at the same rate.
After the rate in the first column of rates in Figure 5-50 were presented, CCR expressed some concern
about the relative fraction of cost that was assigned to the Manele Golf Course. All other rate columns,
including the second column in Figure 5-51, have brought that fraction down, in varying amounts. The
rate designs in Figure 5-56 have more tiers, to help address the irrigation question fairly.
Maui County Water Use & Development Plan - Lana‘i
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FIGURE 5-50.

Possible Rates Based Upon Replacement and Operating Needs

Rates Per 1,000 Gallons
Res SF
Res SF
Res SF
Res SF
Res SF
ResSF

<=200
>200 - 500
>500-1,000
>1,000-1,500
>1,500-2,000
>2,000

1.25
1.95
2.55
4.65
6.75
7.95

1.35
2.00
2.60
5.15
6.75
8.00

Res MF <800
Res MF >800-2000
Res MF >2000
*assumes 4 units per meter

1.25
1.95
3.45

1.35
2.00
5.00

Ag <5000
Ag >5000

1.25
1.85

1.25
1.85

Hotel
Hotel
Hotel
Hotel

1.25
1.95
3.50
7.15

1.35
2.50
5.60
7.15

1.25
1.95
2.65
4.65
6.65

1.35
2.50
3.50
5.65
7.25

3.70
4.75
5.80
6.85
7.95

2.50
3.50
5.60
7.00
8.00

3.70
4.75
5.80
6.85
7.95

2.50
3.50
5.50
7.25
8.00

<+200 GPD/room
>200 to 350 GPD /room
>350 to 500 GPD /room
>500 GPD / room

Commercial, Gov`t. & PQP
Commercial, Gov`t. & PQP
Commercial, Gov`t. & PQP
Commercial, Gov`t. & PQP
Commercial, Gov`t. & PQP
Irrig & Devel
Irrig & Devel
Irrig & Devel
Irrig & Devel
Irrig & Devel

<500
>500-1,000
>1,000-2,000
>2,000-5,000
>5,000

<500
>500-1000
>1,000-2000
>2,000 -5000
>5,000

Brackish Irrig & Devel <500
Brackish Irrig & Devel >500-1000
Brackish Irrig & Devel >1,000-2000
Brackish Irrig & Devel >2,000 -5000
Brackish Irrig & Devel >5,000
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FIGURE 5-51.

Possible Rates Based Upon Replacement and Operating Needs

R a te s Pe r 1,000 Ga llons

No Miki Proj No Miki Proj

w Miki Proj

w Miki Proj

Res SF <=200
Res SF >200 - 500
Res SF >500-1,000
Res SF >1,000-1,500
Res SF >1,500-2,000
ResSF >2,000

1.75
2.85
4.05
5.75
7.00
8.75

1.80
2.85
4.05
5.75
7.00
8.75

2.00
2.85
5.00
5.75
7.50
9.25

1.95
2.85
5.00
6.00
7.50
9.25

Res MF* <800
Res MF >800-2000
Res MF 2,000 - 4,000
Res MF 4,000 - 8,000
Res MF >8000
*assumes 4 units per meter

1.75
2.85
4.05
5.75
7.00

1.75
2.85
4.05
5.75
7.00

2.00
2.85
4.50
5.75
7.50

2.00
2.85
4.50
5.75
7.50

Commercial Gov`t. , PQP <500

2.05

2.05

2.25

2.25

Commercial and Gov`t. , PQP >500-1,000

2.85

2.85

2.85

2.85

Commercial and Gov`t. , PQP >1,000-2,000

3.65

3.65

3.65

3.65

Commercial and Gov`t. PQP >2,000-5,000
Commercial and Gov`t. PQP >5,000

4.75
5.15

4.75
5.15

5.00
5.15

5.00
5.15

Hotel <+200 GPD / room
Hotel 200 to 350 GPD / room
Hotel 350 to 500 GPD /room
Hotel >500 GPD / room

2.05
2.85
4.75
6.50

2.05
2.85
4.75
6.50

2.25
2.85
5.00
7.25

2.25
2.85
5.05
7.25

Ag <500
Ag <5000
Ag >5000

1.75
1.05
1.05

1.05
1.10
1.15

1.10
1.10
1.25

1.10
1.15
1.25

Irr & Devel <500
Irrig & Devel >500-1000
Irrig & Devel >1,000-2000
Irrig and Devel >2,000 -5000
Irrig and Devel >5,000

4.35
5.35
6.50
7.70
8.50

4.35
5.35
6.50
7.70
8.50

4.35
5.35
6.50
7.70
8.50

4.50
5.35
6.50
7.70
8.50

Brackish
Brackish
Brackish
Brackish
Brackish

4.35
5.35
6.50
7.70
8.75

4.35
5.35
6.50
7.70
8.75

4.50
5.65
6.50
7.70
8.75

4.50
5.65
6.50
7.70
8.75

4.30
5.35
6.50
7.70
8.75
15.00

4.30
5.35
6.50
7.70
8.75
15.00

4.45
5.50
6.50
7.70
8.75
15.00

4.45
5.50
6.50
7.70
8.75
15.00

Irr & Devel <500
Irrig & Devel >500-1000
Irrig & Devel >1,000-2000
Irrig and Devel >2,000 -5000
Irrig and Devel >5,000

Manele GC
Manele GC
Manele GC
Manele GC
Manele GC
Manele GC

<50,000
50,000 - 100,000
100,000 - <250,000
250,000 - < 500,000
>500,000 - 650000
>650,000
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Cost recovery on an estimated $64,754,410 based upon build-out meter counts would lead to a cost of
$27,621.75 or $28,261.60 for a new 5/8” meter, even without the reclaimed project. Clearly most of the
community can not and will not pay that. It would be impossible to fund the proposed build-out scenario
without in-kind contribution. The bulk of the costs of a build-out scenario would probably be recovered
through real estate sales, rather than new meter fees.
FIGURE 5-52.

Projected Costs Per Meter - Based on Full Build-0ut Within 20 Years

Meter Size
5/8"
3/4"
1"
1-1/2"
2"
2-1/2"
3"
4"
6"
8"
hydrant meters 3" charged daily

hyd meter charged daily

Relative
Capacity
1
1.5
2.5
5
8
12
16
25
50
80
25

Build-Out
Build-Out
New Fee
New Fee
Rate
Rate
w / Miki
$27,621.75
$28,261.60
$41,432.63
$42,392.40
$69,054.38
$70,654.00
$138,108.75 $141,308.00
$220,974.00 $226,092.80
$331,461.00 $339,139.20
$441,948.00 $452,185.60
$690,543.75 $706,540.00
$1,381,087.50 $1,413,080.00
$2,209,740.00 $2,260,928.00
$690,543.75 $706,540.00
--------------daily rate
daily rate
$1,891.90
$1,935.73

Alternatively, the improvements needed to the year 2030 according to the base case forecast would require
only $5,335,010 in cost recovery over the planning period, and could be accommodated with a meter fee
structure that started at $532 per meter without the reclaimed project. The projects included in this theoretical new meter fee are Well 15, Renovation and Recommissioning of Well 7, and the connection of Well 7 to
the Lana‘i System. With the Miki Basin reclaimed project, the cost recovery would rise to $6,871,010, and
can be accommodated with a fee structure starting at $686 for a 5/8 inch meter.
FIGURE 5-53.

Projected Costs Per Meter - Based on Base Case Forecast
Relative New Meter Fee New Meter Fee
Meter Size
Capacity Base Case
Base w/Recl.
5/8"
1
$532
$686
3/4"
1.5
$798
$1,029
1"
2.5
$1,331
$1,715
1-1/2"
5
$2,661
$3,430
2"
8
$4,258
$5,488
2-1/2"
12
$6,387
$8,232
3"
16
$8,516
$10,976
4"
25
$13,306
$17,150
6"
50
$26,613
$34,300
8"
80
$42,580
$54,880
hydrant meters 3"
25
$13,306
$17,150
hyd meters charged daily
$28.69 / day
$46.99 / day
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250,000

Ocean to Brackish

5,694,162

5,423,366
5,444,162

3,288,705
4,038,705
4,338,705
4,638,705
4,938,705
5,238,705

2,962,934
2,988,705

2,635,224
2,735,224
2,846,224
2,860,224
2,900,224
2,880,224

5,241,222

5,241,222
5,241,222

3,291,222
4,041,222
4,341,222
4,641,222
4,941,222
5,241,222

2,991,222
2,991,222

2,991,222
2,991,222
2,991,222
2,991,222
2,991,222
2,991,222

2,663,310

2,663,310
2,663,310

2,663,310
2,663,310
2,663,310
2,663,310
2,663,310
2,663,310

2,663,310
2,663,310

2,663,310
2,663,310
2,663,310
2,663,310
2,663,310
2,663,310

2,577,912

2,577,912
2,577,912

627,912
1,377,912
1,677,912
1,977,912
2,277,912
2,577,912

327,912
327,912

327,912
327,912
327,912
327,912
327,912
327,912

778,142
798,938

567,710
593,481

200,000
300,000
411,000
425,000
465,000
485,000

Wells are assumed to be installed, though they do not yield as much as anticipated.
Levelized cost fof Well 2-B at 150,000 instead of 300,000 goes from $2.97 to $4.35. Well 15 goes from $4.16 to $8.05, & Well 7 from $6.02 to $8.08.
Well between Hi`i Tank and Well 3 could serve either system & appears to be less expensive than Well 7. Levelized costs go from 4.49 at 300KGal to 6.60 at 150 K
It may be desirable to go straight to Malau Well rather than Hi`i Tank or Well 7
As conservation savings are achieved, leeward aquifer wells can raise closer to design pumpage. Some resource reserve is still recommended.

184,661
20,796

Reclaimed Water Lana`i City & Koele
Reclaimed Water Manele

*
**
***
****
*****

300,000
750,000
300,000
300,000
300,000
300,000

82,710
25,771

Windward Well at Malau
Windward Well sat Maunalei (3)
Windward Wells at Kauiki
Windward Wells at Kauiki - Incremental
Windward Well at Kehewai Ridge - 2,250’ /oth wndwrd
Windward Well at Kehewai Ridge - 2,750’ /oth wndwrd

Reclaimed Water Lana`i City & Koele
Reclaimed Water Manele

200,000
100,000
111,000
14,000
40,000
20,000

300,000
150,000
100,000
200,000

Gal

FIGURE 5-54.

Palawai Grid Pipe Replacement
Toilet and Fixture Replacement Program
Landscape Conservation
Hypalon Cover on 15 MG Reservoir
Annual Water Audit and Leak Detection Program
Hotel Incentives Program
Tiered Rate Structure

Options in Order of Levelized Cost w/Adjustments
Existing System
Well 2 Replacement (2-A)
Shaft 3 Replacement (2-B) * , **
Well 15 * , **
Well 3 Replacement **
Well Near Hi‘i Tank (btwn Hi`i and Well 3) **
High Level Well Near Well 5 / Well 5 Replacement
Well 7 Recommission

Average Day Cumulative Cumulative Cumulative Conservation
Ability to Meet
Aquifer Leeward Windward
and
Demand Withdrawals
Aquifer
Aquifer Reclaimed
1,685,224
2,241,222 1,913,310
327,912
307033
1,985,224
2,541,222 2,213,310
327,912
2,135,224
2,691,222 2,363,310
327,912
2,235,224
2,791,222 2,463,310
327,912
2,435,224
2,991,222 2,663,310
327,912
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The source plan on the previous page has not been adjusted for Miki Basin, since it already accounts for
additional water to be generated at the treatment plants.

Conclusion
Several issues have been addressed in this chapter.
A list of options has been delineated that can meet either the base case or build-out forecast. These options
have been characterized based on costs and other factors. Even at presumed build-out of Phase II, the
source plan assumes only 313,938 GPD in new reclaimed water will become available island-wide, with
only 267,371 of that in Lana‘i City. For this reason, transmission for 500,000 GPD from Lana‘i City to
Manele is not included in the 2030 source plan. The basis for these assumptions is discussed in Chapter 4,
specifically the base case forecast and Phase II build-out forecasts from Figure 4-54 on page 4-59 are used
in the source plan table above. Aside from normal growth at Manele, Koele and within Lana‘i City, the
only capital plan designed specifically to offset potential pumpage with reclaimed water within the planning
period is the Miki Basin project. The possible use of reclaimed water has also been mentioned in relation to
or more new developments in Lana‘i City. This may be useful to the extent that this is possible and can offset water that would otherwise be pumped.
A few rate and fee structures to address system inadequacies and repairs necessary over the next twenty
years have been provided. These rates addresses both potable and brackish systems, and are steeply tiered
to encourage conservation. These rate and fee structures were designed to enable the utility to meet forecasted growth in a self sufficient manner.
Based on discussions with utility personnel, certain source replacement projects are covered by LWCI,
through it’s rate structure. The source projects included in this rate structure are Well 3 replacement, Well
2-A, replacing Well 2; Well 2-B, replacing Shaft 3, and replacements of Wells 1 and 4. All other source
construction is assumed to be paid for by LHI, and covered by the “New Meter Fee”. The reclaimed project
to Miki Basin was treated flexibly. Both adjusted rates and fees have been designed to enable this project
so that it can be funded in either fashion or provide flexibility to accommodate one of similar cost.
Approximately 485,000 GPD in conservation potential has been identified. A substantial investment has
been added to the capital plan to enable these savings to be realized with the proposed rate structure.
Although conservation programs and watershed protection are not normally capitalized, they do need to be
recovered within the rates, so these have been included in the proposed rate structure.
With regard to watershed expenses, the inclusion of a portion of the funding necessary to construct Increment 3 of the Lana‘ihale Fence in the capital plan would mean that according to the proposed rate structure,
utility rate-payers would be making a contribution to help insure that the third increment of the Lana‘ihale
fence gets built. A corollary of this contribution should be that continued development entitlements are
contingent upon timely construction of this fence.
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Conclusion

Two sets of “New Meter Fee” structures have been derived. The “New Meter Fee” structure covers
source investments made by LHI. The base case “New Meter Fee” includes only Well 15 and the connection of Well 7 to the distribution system, because these were existing and near-term plans for source
and could meet the base-case scenario. These sources could be traded for other selections with some
minor adjustments. This new meter fee remains quite reasonable, starting at $532 or $686 per 5/8”
meter, depending upon how the Miki Basin reclaimed project is funded.
Long term source projects are in the “New Meter Fee” for the build-out scenario. The purpose of this
analysis was to examine what sort of cost recovery might be necessary if the utility were to fund the
sources intended in the build-out plan. According to this analysis, “New Meter Fees” would be prohibitively expensive, in excess of $25,000 for a 5/8” meter, if build-out were to occur within the planning
period. It would not be possible to recover this cost from a “New Meter Fee”. If the utility had to fund
source development, these sources could not get built at this pace, and build-out would not occur over
the twenty year planning period. If these sources are built, they will likely have to be dedicated as inkind contributions.
Although several new sources have been identified, they would not be sufficient to meet build-out of the
full CCR proposals at existing unaccounted-for water and per-unit consumption rates. The ability to
build-out these plans will depend upon how successful the company is at bringing these rates down, as
well as upon performance of the resource with changes to pumpage distribution and amounts, the state
of the watershed, climatic influences and other factors.
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